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ABSTRACT
The Connecticut Wine and Vineyard industry has grown at a steady 3.9% per year
over the past decade (ATTTB, 2009). Economic models estimate that the wineries sub-sector
contributes $38 million dollars to the state economy and direct employment of 106 residents
(Lopez et al., 2010). Programs to support and foster further growth of the industry and CT
farm vineyard culture include the Department of Agriculture’s CT Wine Trail and the annual
CT Wine festival (DOAG, 2010).

Farmland preservation groups also support vineyard

development since grape growing tends to secure tracts of farmland for long periods of time.
Investment analysis for a representative Connecticut farm vineyard over a 20-year
time horizon suggests that wine grape production is profitable under a reasonable set of
assumptions, including estimated CT grape prices. When prices from the New York Finger
Lakes region are included in the analysis the investment in wine grapes becomes
unprofitable. The Monte Carlo simulation method is implemented to explicitly incorporate
risk stemming from variability in expected yields and prices into the representative farm
vineyard model. Consistent with the initial investment analysis, simulation results indicate
significant variation in expected returns. Information collected during interviews with state
growers provided multiple strategies for mitigating such variability. In particular, production
of wine as a value-added product is a common approach to obtaining more consistent farm
profits. Additional analysis is needed to evaluate the overall profitability of the vineyard
coupled with a winery establishment.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Wine has been around for about as long as human beings have, from Dionysus in
ancient Greek mythology to biblical stories of water turning into wine. It seems that as far
back as the record goes people have been drinking wine. Even in recent years of economic
downturn people continue to drink wine; in fact, global wine consumption over the past few
years has increased by about 1% per year (The Wine Council, 2009). Wine grapes are grown
all over the world and, with the exception of Antarctica, on every continent. In the U.S.,
wine grapes are grown in all 50 states – even Alaska. Moreover, the national wine industry is
growing at a rate of 3.7% per year, excluding California (Heffley et al., 2010). Currently, the
growth rate for Connecticut is 3.9%, higher than the national average, and yet it seems most
people are surprised when they first hear about the Connecticut wine industry (ATTTB).
As commercial wine grape production in Connecticut approaches its fortieth
anniversary, those who have contributed to the growth of the industry over the past decades
must wrestle with the question of what the future of viticulture in the state will look like.
Rising property values, a diminishing quantity of farmland, changes in climate, and an
unsettling economy overwhelm even the savviest of businessmen when considering
investment into wine grapes. Yet the Connecticut wine industry continues to experience
growth and the establishment of new vineyards throughout the state was often mentioned
during interviews with state winemakers over the past year. During the course of this study
the CT farm vineyard and wine industry has continued to grow and evolve; thus, the prospect
of new opportunities for CT wine and grape producers is encouraging.
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Statement of the Problem
The Connecticut wine making industry relies heavily on imported juice for its
operation and it is under pressure to increase the use of local grapes in order to reap the
benefits of labeling their wines as ‘local’ (Feenstra, 1997; Brown, 2003; Carpio and
Isengildina-Massa, 2009 & 2010; Starr, 2010). Though it is unclear how much juice is
imported, state law requires vineyards to use a minimum of 25% state grown grapes for their
total wine production, and federal labeling laws are more strict having a requirement of 75%
of grapes grown in the state for any bottle to be labeled as a state wine, with an even more
stringent requirement of 95% of grapes grown on the particular vineyard site in order to
include it on the label (BRONCO WINE COMPANY Et Al., 2004; CT Public Act 08-187).
Thus for a bottle to be labeled as a CT wine, producers must obtain a bulk of the grapes from
state growers.
Grapes for wine making can grow very well on hilly land, which can be found
throughout Connecticut. Evidently, there appears to be synergy between expanding grape
production by using currently idle land and by diversifying away from land currently used to
produce feed inputs (i.e., hay and corn silage) in dairy farms. Moreover, entry into specialty
crop production could be an important new undertaking for dairy farmers facing difficult
times and for other farmers searching for novel and potentially profitable uses for their
resources.
In Connecticut, dairy farming is the backbone of an industry that makes a significant
contribution to the state’s economy ($1 billion in statewide sales generating 4,000 jobs in
2007). It is also a major land steward for open space (83,000 acres in 2007), a key sector for
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food security and ensuring the quality of life (DECD, 2008). Yet, this sector continues to
decline. A brief period of stability occurred in the late 1990s when the Northeast Dairy
Compact was in effect, ensuring adequate returns to dairy farmers. The worldwide economic
recession has had a major negative effect on milk prices and farm profitability, a situation
that is expected to remain critical over the foreseeable future (Thraen, 2008).

Given

mounting losses and negative returns for dairy farmers from a low price - high cost trap,
Connecticut passed Public Act 09-229 on July 1, 2009 to try to mitigate a further decline in
the dairy sector over the next two years.

In this challenging economic period, dairy

producers are looking for alternative sources of income that could be derived from their land,
labor and other farm resources. At the same time, there is growing interest, from various
types of producers, in specialty crops generally and grapes and wine in particular, as revealed
by the most recent U.S. Farm Bill (Nelson, 2008). Vineyards can add value to the land, lead
to more jobs and increase the appeal of rural areas.
The foregoing suggests that there are good prospects to diversify and increase grape
production for wine making in Connecticut while also providing new opportunities for dairy
farmers and other landholders to become specialty growers. However, there is no economic
analysis to support the expansion of grape production as a specialty crop in our state. For
these reasons, efforts to develop economic analyses concerning alternative ways to utilize
available resources, both to inform managerial decisions and guide policymaking, are fully
warranted.
The general objective of this study is to examine how specialty crop production can
contribute to the profitability and sustainability of farming in Connecticut. The information
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generated will be useful to different types of landholders interested in exploring alternative
farming activities. In this initial study, the intention is to concentrate on developing a
framework that can be used for a variety of specialty and more conventional crops, but the
actual analysis will focus on grape production for wine making. Early work done at the
Department of Agricultural Economics (Bravo-Ureta and Whitham, 1984) showed that, given
the technology and prices prevailing in the early 1980s, grape production for wine making
could be a profitable alternative in Connecticut. Clearly, the farming and market conditions
have changed markedly over the last 25 years, which requires a new look at this situation.

Specific Objectives
1. To develop a budget generator platform suitable to analyze the expected profitability
of multiyear specialty crops, particularly wine grapes, for a representative
Connecticut farm;
2. To analyze the expected cost structure and profitability of grape production for wine
making in Connecticut for the representative farm under alternative technological
assumptions; and
3. To examine the potential market for locally produced grapes as an input to
Connecticut wine producers.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
The aim of this chapter is to review and present some of the relevant information and
findings from publications that are related to the focus of this study. It also serves to
contextualize and frame the study within an existing body of literature as a contribution
thereof. Some of the research is recent, such as the September 2010 report “Economic
Impacts of Connecticut's Agricultural Industry”, whereas, in the case of CT grape production
the most recent reports were published more than a quarter-century ago.
The review sections are specifically focused, each containing a discussion on the
particular topic of interest. First is an economic overview of the CT agricultural industry,
which is presented as a synopsis of a report issued in fall 2010 (Lopez et al., 2010). Next, a
section on farmland preservation is presented. As indicated in the problem statement, one of
the major obstacles faced by Connecticut and other states alike is the continual and rapid
decrease in available agricultural land (WLA, 2010).

The case study of wine grape

production illustrates the potential for specialty and niche crop farming as means for securing
farmland, as well as a strategy for farmers who seek to remain competitive. Such are the
considerations of farmers throughout the world as the trends towards specialty, local,
sustainable, organic, and otherwise has allowed farmers to create more viable business
models (Brown, 2003; Carpio and Isengildina-Massa, 2010).

Though the analysis is

particular to grapes, the budget model may be adjusted to other crops for evaluation.
The third and final section is focused on the wine grape production industry and its
associated literature. It includes several publications from various U.S. States, which were
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selected based on their relevance to the Connecticut industry (Sharp and Caspari, 2010;
Moore et al., 2008; White, 2008; Wolf, 2008; Noguera et al., 2005; Seavert and Castagnoli,
2004; and, Blackwell, 1993). The characteristics of particular interest include vineyard size
and grape varieties, as well as an economic or business focus.

For instance, several

publications for California grape production are available, though its industry is very
different from the one in Connecticut, and publications from New York and Virginia are more
relevant. Materials dedicated to the agronomy of wine grape production do not provide the
contextual background for the economic analysis herein. It is important, however, to include
some description of the agronomic considerations for wine grape growing.

Economic

analysis relies on a sound agricultural foundation (Kay et al., 2004), and it is assumed grape
vines grow well or at least predictably in Connecticut. Viticulture, the agronomy specific to
wine grapes, is addressed in Chapter III.
The preexisting literature for Connecticut wine grape production includes two
publications from the 1980s, one from Shorn Mills and another by Boris E. Bravo-Ureta and
Roger Whitham. Both of these publications contain an economic analysis of Connecticut
wine grape production; whereas the latter is solely focused on economic analysis, the former
includes some additional viticultural analysis. The final component of this chapter is a
summary section, provided to reiterate how this research fits within the existing body of
literature, as a contribution thereof. Again, one of the overall objectives of this study is to
use the results of the analysis as a potential tool for state farmers seeking information on the
profitability of alternative enterprises grown in CT.
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The State of Connecticut's Agricultural Industry
“Economic Impacts of Connecticut's Agricultural Industry”, a report published in
September 2010 by the Department of Agricultural and Resource Economics provides a
description of the Connecticut agricultural industry in economic terms. Using three standard
economic models the authors determined that agriculture contributed up to $3.5 billion to the
$212 billion CT Gross State Product in 2007. Estimates were produced for three economic
impact indicators, which include total impact on state output, $3.5 billion, total impact on
state employment, 20,000 jobs, and total impact on value added, $1.7 billion.
Although the primary goal of the analysis is to determine the overall impact of the
agricultural industry on the state economy, the report also divides the impact estimate into the
various agricultural sub-sectors defined by the U.S. Department of Commerce (USDC). Of
the 440 sub-sectors defined by the USDC the 24 classified as agricultural and forest
production and primary agricultural processing were evaluated, additional “special” subsectors were also included in the study for a total of 28 sub-sectors.
The largest sub-sectors by classification are greenhouse, nursery, floriculture, and
sod, with $269.351 million in direct sales, and cheese manufacturing with $229.441 million.
Two sub-sectors of particular interest to the CT wine grape study are fruit farming, which
includes vineyards, and wineries. In 2007, fruit farming contributed $35 million in sales to
the state economy and the direct employment of 507 residents. The models estimate that
wineries contribute another $38 million to the state’s economy, and these operations “are
enjoying rapid growth and popularity in response to increased demand for local wines, which
in turn has increased derived demand for local grapes” (Lopez et al., 2010).
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Direct

employment of 106 residents is attributed to the wineries sub-sector.
Inputs to wineries include both Connecticut grown and imported wine grapes. Up
until 2004 state regulations required wineries to use a minimum of 51% of CT grapes for
their wine production, with the current requirement of only 25% CT grown grapes (CT
Public Act 04-111; CT Public Act 08-187). Though it is unclear how much juice is imported,
given the current regulations, as much as 75% of state wine production may be from
imported grapes and juice, which is as much as 215,797 of the 287,729 gallons of wine
produced in CT in 2011 (ATTTB). Assuming an average yield across varieties grown in CT
of 3 to 4 tons/acre and 120 gallons of wine produced per ton of grapes harvested (Wine Fact
Sheet; CT Public Act 11-164), for the extreme 75% case, a range of 450 to 617 additional
acres of wine grape would be needed in order for the industry to be fully supplied by CT
grapes. Given the pre-2004 regulations 155 to 208 additional acres of vineyards would be
needed to meet the 51% requirement, which may be translated into 15 to 20 additional 10acre representative farm vineyards, or a significant expansion of pre-existing vineyard
operations. The use of imported grapes for state wine production was a topic brought up
repeatedly throughout the course of this study. Such concerns were raised during interviews
with farm vineyard and winery representatives, which are described in Chapter IV.
Another feature of the analysis is the consideration of non-traditional impacts of the
agricultural industry included at the end of the report. The two non-traditional impacts
discussed are social benefits and ecosystem services. Added security from a local food
supply, protection of wildlife habitats, or simply enjoyment of rural farm scenery, offer a few
examples of such non-traditional benefits. Although these impacts are not easily evaluated in
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the more traditional economic terms of dollars and cents, they do nonetheless have value and
deserve appropriate consideration. Regarding what is needed for a thriving agricultural
industry to be maintained into the future for coming generations, one key is an understanding
the associated social and environmental benefits, another is the availability of farmland.

Farmland Preservation
The American Farmland Trust presents an essential point for farmland preservation
with the simple slogan “No Farms No Food” (AFLT, 2003). In other words, farmland and
farming provide the necessary food and sustenance for the world’s growing population.
Advances in farming efficiency, genetics, and techniques have led to the ability of farmers to
produce greater crop yields, and with modern transportation, the ability to move crops
speedily around the globe (Miller and Spoolman, 2007). These advances in the farm industry
parallel increased land development, residentially, industrially and otherwise, on land that
had been devoted historically for farming (AFLT, 2003).
Regions and states containing or adjacent to major urban centers, such as New
England, the Tri-State and Chesapeake Bay areas, continue to see a marked decrease in the
availability of local farmed goods and shrinking stocks of regional farmland (Bengston,
2004). The continual loss of farmland to development has thus led to the creation of agencies
dedicated to the preservation of regional and local farmland (AFLT, 2008). Many of these
agencies maintain educational goals as well, dedicated to teaching and informing the public
about the importance of local and regional farmland (WLA, 2010). Using various programs
and policy tools, such agencies have secured significant tracts of farmland (AFLT, 2008).
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The concern is farmland preservation, accordingly what is farmland and why should
it be preserved?

The categorization of land as farmland includes both the obvious

designation – the land that we farm, the area where we plant crops and raise livestock, as
well as the less obvious, such as woodlands, a working forest or otherwise, lands suitable for
farming because of soil characteristics, drainage, etc (AFLT, 2008). The qualification of
farmland requires a particularly refined definition. Recall the infamous pig in Orwell's
classic Animal Farm, “All animals are equal, but some are more equal than others” (Ch. 10),
a distasteful thought when applied to humans, is quite accurate in describing land. Indeed
not all land is equal with respect to farming, and the nature and quality of the land, in terms
of soil type, climate, drainage, and so forth, must be assessed in order to designate a tract of
land as useful for farming. Areas of land with 'prime and important soils' are generally the
ones that organizations are concerned with preserving (WLA, 2010). In most cases, ideal
plots are large flat tracts of land with good drainage and soil, characteristics that are also
appealing to developers (AFLT, 2003).
As populations grow and “urban sprawl” increases, demand for land also increases
(Bengston, 2004). Basic economic theory predicts that the increase in demand for land will
lead to an increase in land prices. Eventually, the land use-value for farming becomes less
than that for other non-agricultural development (Bergstrom et al., 1985). In lieu of the lands
shifting use-value and opportunity cost, the property may be transitioned from farmland into
some other non-agricultural use, thus providing greater returns to the owner and/or society.
Yet, it seems that certain costs associated with such development are not easily captured by
market values, including environmental, social and cultural ones.
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Environmental costs, for example, may include construction cleanup, future runoff
from impervious surfaces, parking lots and roads, human waste and effluent from treatment
facilities depending on the scale of development, as well as a loss in habitat for local wildlife
(Miller and Spoolman, 2007).

Socially, a decrease in the supply of local agricultural

products and services may be costly, leading to an increase in the price of local goods and
greater reliance on imported agricultural products (Peters et al. 2009). Also, depending on
the community and cultural values, the associated costs of shifting away from traditional
cultural values, these costs are particularly difficult to assess in market terms or otherwise.
Again, use-values for properties under simple, or unregulated market models may provide
financial justification for non-agricultural development. Since farmable land is a relatively
scarce and non-reproducible resource it requires more sophisticated full-cost evaluation
techniques (Tegtmeier and Duffy, 2004; Pretty et al., 2005).
Other elements that contribute to the full value of local farmland are the values of
food and self-sufficiency to a household or community. In response to such concerns, recent
studies have begun to provide assessments of “food-sheds” for major urban centers; the task
of these studies is to determine the quantitative and qualitative characteristics of regionally
produced foods and their availability (Peters et al., 2009). A food-shed is described as the
total production of food around a given city or area, such as all food produced within a
hundred miles of Chicago.
Certain urban centers, e.g., the San Francisco bay area, lay within a food-shed that is
able to sufficiently supply the population, whereas other centers rely heavily on imports, as
the availability of local food is limited, such is the case in the major cities along the eastern
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seaboard (Peters et al., 2009).

Furthermore, food-sheds may be evaluated for nutritive

characteristics, suggesting the need for diversification of local/regional farmland; the
availability of diverse local food also decreases the fossil fuel needed to supply the
community with its nutritive demands, thus leading to increased food security (Peters et al.,
2009). So, what does this all mean for farmland preservation and what are the goals that may
be set in attempting to ensure that communities maintain their farmland and are accountable
for some degree of self-sufficiency with respect to food production?
The Connecticut Working Lands Alliance presents the immediate goal of no net loss
of agricultural land; each acre of land converted is met with an acre of land conserved (WLA,
2010).

Additionally, land designated as productive farmland must be maintained in a

sustainable way so that it may continue to be productive for future generations of local
farmers (WLA, 2010). The development of more efficient local agricultural practices and
local distribution of farm products decreases the need for, and use of, other limited resources
such as fossil fuels.
Connecticut, one of the nation’s smallest states, has an average farm size of about 83
acres, with only 30% of its farms being greater than 50 acres in size (WLA, 2010). For the
state of Connecticut, the reality of the task at hand is not in preserving immense tracts of
land, as may be the case in other agricultural states. Rather, the goal is to preserve the areas
with ‘prime and important soils’, and roughly a quarter of CT’s land is currently composed of
these soils, a proportion that is shrinking continually over time, with agricultural fields
covering merely 20% of such land (WLA, 2010). As described by Jim Gooch, the current
director of the Connecticut Farmland Trust, in a recent seminar, “farmland preservation in
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Connecticut is done acre-by-acre, one farm at a time.”
The formation of the Working Lands Alliance in 1999, a coalition of conservationists,
farmers, developers, and town officials, has worked to more effectively and efficiently
preserve state farmland. Since its inception the Working Lands Alliance has witnessed
growth in the Connecticut agricultural industry. The period from 2002 to 2007 saw a 17%
increase in the number of Connecticut farms as well as a marked increase in public interest in
Connecticut farming, reflected by reports of significant increases in agrotourism, as much as
237% for 101 farms (WLA, 2010). Given that 85% of Connecticut’s farmland remains
unprotected, the Working Lands Alliance and their affiliates continue to “plow ahead”
securing more land, developing educational programs, and assessing new and unique
problems for farmland preservation (WLA, 2010).
The methods for preservation described by the Working Lands Alliance and used by
their affiliates are mostly based upon property rights and deed restrictions to limit the use of
property. In Connecticut the majority of land protection has occurred through the acquisition
of development rights through the state’s Purchase of Development Rights (PDR) program.
The PDR program, known as the CT Farmland Preservation Program (CTFPP), has secured
35,617 of the 47,804 acres of protected land in CT (WLA, 2010). Local agencies and
municipalities have also worked to preserve land, various towns have developed local and
regional land trusts, and some towns have actively worked with their officials and
governance to secure land publicly (Johnston, et al., 2007). Since the CTFPP program began
it has secured on average 1,045 acres of land per year, and yet, without a frame of reference,
these numbers lack significance, with an estimated rate of loss between 1,800-9,500 acres of
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farmland per year, these groups have their work cut out for them (WLA, 2010).
The large range in the estimated loss is attributed to the lack of consolidated statewide
data collection with respect to farmland. The estimates of farmland loss come from three
different sources, the University of Connecticut Center for Land Use Education and Research
(CLEAR), the USDA Natural Resources Inventory, and the USDA Census of Agriculture
(WLA, 2010).

These agencies use different data collection methods to determine the

estimated rate of farmland loss. The most comprehensive of the three is the USDA Natural
Resource Inventory; however, no new state level data has been available since 2003. The
range in the estimates of farmland loss goes from 1,620 to 9,567 acres per year from 1992 to
2003 (WLA, 2010).

The University of Connecticut’s estimates are taken from remote

sensing information, which is used to determine changes in land use. The most recent
estimate for farmland loss is 1,883 acres of agricultural fields per year from 1985 to 2006
(WLA, 2010). The USDA Census of Agriculture, which is conducted every five years by the
National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS), is the most comprehensive source of data at
the national level, and it reveals an average of 4,155 acres of cropland and farm woodland
loss per year from 1997 to 2007 (WLA, 2010).
The supply of local produce, dairy, and a variety of other agricultural goods is only
possible if local farms are present. Local farms may exist only when there is local space that
may be used for farming. If the value of local farmed goods and farming exists, then there
also exists the foundational value of local farmland. Trends that decrease the availability of
such land undermine these values by placing other values above them. The question is where
do we derive our values? Arguably the value of sustenance, of life, and the ability to
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maintain and support life within a given community or area are among the highest values.
The need for local agriculture and land preservation closely parallels the politically
charged focus on sustainability and sustainable development, and in some sense they are one
and the same. By questioning the motivation behind development and shifts in land use, the
ploy of the farmer and preservationist is more fully understood. If those responsible for land
conversions repeatedly evaluated their efforts in light of these concerns, then the need for
various sophisticated land preservation techniques dissipates. Again, the Working Lands
Alliance offers several powerful reasons for preserving farmland as it generates jobs and
revenue, helps balance municipal budgets, protects the environment, provides local
nutritional food, supplies renewable energy harvests and ensures opportunities for future
generations of farmers (WLA, 2010).
Specialty crop farming and the greater profitability associated with it can factor into
the appeal of farming for future generations, particularly in states like CT where a third of the
farms are less than 50 acres in size (WLA, 2010). As a specialty crop, wine grapes are
uniquely suited for farmland preservation because they require a long term land investment
with the creation of a semi permanent vine and trellis system as well as a significant
maturation period for the vines (3-4 years) before they begin to produce meaningful yields.
The period required to make back the money invested in the establishment of a vineyard is
much longer than other specialty crops because the establishment will not begin to recoup
costs for at least a few years into the project (Wolf, 2004). Other specialty crops particularly
suited for farmland preservation, having similar time requirements, include lavender, hops,
and orchard production. Evaluating the available resources and determining the appropriate
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crop alternatives for the farm is the first task for the prospective farmer, in some cases
multiple enterprise farms make the most sense in lieu of preservation and financial goals.

Wine Grape Production
During the early colonial period there were many failed attempts to establish
European Vitis vinifera in the eastern states, which had many native wild grape species that
were eventually hybridized and cultivated for wine production (Winkler, et al. as referenced
in Sumner et al., 2002). Spanish missions eventually succeeded in planting V. vinifera vines
in the California region, which produces the vast majority (more than 90%) of U.S. wine and
wine grapes today (ATTTB). The next major impact on the industry, the prohibition era from
1920 to 1932, wiped out the majority of wine grape production in the U.S. and the industry,
which would need to be recreated afterwards, and it was reborn thirty or so years ago (1971)
with an aggressive movement towards higher quality wine (Sumner et al., 2002). Following
suit, Connecticut had as many as 550 acres of vineyards planted in 1920, making grape
production the fourth most valuable fruit crop in the state; and the reestablishment of the
industry with Connecticut's first commercial vineyard occurred in the mid-1970s (Mills,
1980).
Wine marketing regulations are complex and have an important influence on the
pattern of demand, given state-by-state and province-by-province rules on wine retailing and
wholesaling (Sumner et al., 2002). In general, many states have imposed regulations that
make establishing national distribution systems more difficult, and severely restrict direct
winery-to-customer shipments. These restrictions tend to favor local wine producers or favor
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local wholesalers and retailers to the detriment of the wine production industry elsewhere
(Sumner et al., 2002). Yet, although almost every state in the United States now boasts of
local wineries, these are generally relatively few, and with one or two exceptions, invariably
tiny with a focus on direct retail sales to local tourists (Sumner et al., 2002). The potential
for production co-ops, or the situations where a winery establishes a contract with growers
each year with the understanding that, subject to some quality rules, the winery will accept
all of the grapes produced on the designated farm and the farmer will deliver all of their
grapes to the winery, is likely to bolster the growth and success of the industry (Goodhue,
Heien, Lee, & Sumner as referenced in Sumner et al., 2002).
An article published in the summer 2010 edition of the CT Economy considers the
potential benefits of wine production in the Nutmeg State (Heffley et al., 2010). The article
begins with a general description of national wine production and moves on to a discussion
of the Connecticut industry.

Current growth trends in state wine production and the

seemingly positive attributes of local vineyard establishments make it a good candidate for
public support.

The suggestion is to utilize a “tax-credit” program to encourage the

development and expansion of the state wine and vineyard industry (Heffley et al., 2010).
An example of such a tax-credit program was implemented to encourage movie production in
the state. It is argued that such a program may better suit farm wineries and vineyards since
the owners and employees will be permanent members of the state economy, whereas, movie
crews will pack up and leave at some point taking their money with them (Heffley et al.,
2010).
The tax-credit is justified by the increase in economic activity from the presence of
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farm wineries. For instance, visitors to state wineries are likely to travel there by car,
purchase gas at state gas stations, eat at a local restaurant, and in some cases even stay over at
a local B&B or hotel. The state may obtain a net benefit if the amount of revenue generated
by such visitors is more than the tax break given to the vineyards, which does not include the
effects of direct benefits to state businesses. This idea applies to “exports” from a given
geographical area, which may lead to an economic phenomena known as the multiplier effect
(Khan et al., 1995). A multiplier effect is that which occurs when money spent in a given
region leads to more economic activity or money being spent in that same region, so it may
turn out that spending a dollar is effectively two dollars worth of spending through economic
activity. If this is the case, then it makes sense to support an industry that is likely to give a
boost to the regional economy (Heffley et al., 2010).
Over the past decade, studies that look at the expected cost and returns for wine
grapes have provided variable results with respect to profitability (Sharp and Caspari, 2010;
Moore et al., 2008; White, 2008; Wolf, 2008; Noguera et al., 2005; Seavert and Castagnoli,
2004; and, Blackwell, 1993). Each of the studies draws on a similar or standard set of
assumptions and practices, which are reflected in their budgets. The farm-vineyards modeled
in the studies range from 5 (Oregon) to 55-acres (Texas). Given the standard assumptions the
greatest sources of variability stem from farm size and labor (Blackwell, 1993). As is the
case with the CT dairy industry, decline in major state crops is cited as a justification of
research on the profitability of wine grapes (Blackwell, 1993; Moore et al., 2008). Net
present value (NPV) is the predominant financial indicator used in the studies to evaluate
profitability. About half of the pre-1993 studies reviewed in the Texas publication suggest
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that wine grape production tended to be profitable for the given region (Blackwell, 1993),
which holds for the studies evaluated through 2010 as well. Many studies conclude with
remarks similar to those from Colorado State where, “even though profits look healthy, a
small acreage would have difficulty making money” (Sharp and Caspari, 2010). Another
typical claim from such studies taken from the Colorado report, is that successful wine grape
production depends on four major factors:
−
−
−
−

Sound production practices;
Consistently good yields (an average of 4 tons per acre);
Consistently good prices (an average of $1300 per ton); and
Reasonable investment and establishment costs (Sharp and Caspari, 2010).

Other considerations in planning a vineyard that are discussed throughout the
literature include the description of ideal land, vineyard size, the importance of variety
selection, accounting for risk and uncertainty, and the appeal of the value-added component
of producing wine (Wolf, 2008; Seavert and Castagnoli, 2004). In many cases the major
limiting factor to study results stemmed from the maturity of the industry. Studies tend to be
completed for regions with either a well-developed or nascent industry, the latter of which
faces certain unavoidable obstacles, i.e., limited historical data for yields and prices,
information on the suitability of varieties, etc. Sensitivity analysis is widely implemented
throughout the literature as a common method for capturing such uncertainty, by measuring
the robustness of projections with respect to reasonable variation in the models assumptions
(Boardman et al., 2006). Testing the assumptions is usually limited to the prices, yields, and
the discount rate (r), and concern for current economic conditions both regionally and on the
macroeconomic scale, particularly variation in fuel pricing, are also raised (White, 2008).
Similar to the Connecticut vineyard industry, many of Colorado's commercial
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vineyards are less than five acres in size and operated as a secondary income enterprise
(Sharp and Caspari, 2010). Though it is likely that the more acres cropped the lower the
investment cost is per acre, for growers who desire to remain small, profitability can be
increased by reducing equipment costs and land costs in other ways such as sharing
equipment with other enterprises or neighbors, renting, or buying used equipment; and, using
the land for other purposes, such as a home, tourism, a bed and breakfast, or other crops may
reduce land prices (Sharp and Caspari, 2010). These considerations and suggestions also
hold for small-scale Connecticut farms to reduce costs and find sources of additional income.
The benefit of the establishment of a farm winery to overall farm profitability is
widely cited through the literature. Oregon extension states, “Many agricultural products
have a value-added component that increases producer profitability. If growers are able to
share in the value-added process of winemaking, they may be more likely to profit
financially” (Seavert and Castagnoli, 2004). Intuitively, the choice of variety is a critical
factor in successful wine grape production and it is often suggested that growers test several
varieties before investing in a large vineyard, as well as choosing ones that have been
historically demanded by wine or juice producers (Noguera et al., 2005). One area of
exploration for prospective vineyards is the potential for establishing contractual
relationships with buyers in order to limit some risk stemming from market variability (Sharp
and Caspari, 2010), and again determination of varietal is a key factor in such cases.
A final point that is frequently made in extension materials and by extension
personnel, is that for budgets to function properly they must be adapted or adjusted to suit the
particular characteristics of the farming operation being considered.
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As, stated in the

extension materials from Oregon State, for any enterprise budget, using your own costs will
make the budget more meaningful (Seavert and Castagnoli, 2004). Again, this point is
reaffirmed by the age-old expression: the better the inputs, the better the outputs.
The Texas High Plains study includes a simulation model designed to explicitly
evaluate risk associated with the investment in wine grapes (Blackwell, 1993). The model is
used to incorporate variation in yields over a 30-year planning horizon. The simulation
consisted of randomly choosing a set of yields from historical data and repeating the process
50 times for the 30-year period. Projections were made for representative 55-acre single
variety vineyards. The author found that the per-acre investment could reach approximately
$8,180 per acre, concluding that wine grape production can be economically feasible in the
region (Blackwell, 1993). Also, they found the discount rate to be particularly significant in
determining the expected profitability of the vineyard.

Like the Texas study, a major

advantage for the CT study is the availability of new technology that allows for more
sophisticated simulation techniques. At the time of the Texas study, the use of modern
software allowed them greater sophistication in their analysis than what was available to
prior researchers, which parallels our work here.
Connecticut Wine Grape Production. More than a quarter century has passed since the
most recent materials on the expected profitability of growing wine grapes in Connecticut
were published. Prior to the analyses done by Bravo-Ureta and Wilhelm in 1984, Shorn
Mills conducted a feasibility study for the wine industry in the northeastern region of CT,
which was published by the U.S. Department of Commerce Economic Development
Administration in 1980. The study is divided into three major sections, one for viticulture,
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another for winery operations, and a third one dedicated to wine marketing.
As a principal effort in the evaluation of the potential of the wine grape production
industry in Connecticut, Mills' study begins with an examination of local agronomic
characteristics as they relate to wine grape production. The author provides a detailed
discussion of the state's climate, soil, and relevant pests. A section on viticulture provides a
list of the various inputs required for establishing a wine grape vineyard, a description of
several candidate grape varieties, rootstock and vine grafting considerations, labor
requirements, and the environmental impacts of vineyard operations. The economic analysis
that follows is limited to basic cash flow budgeting, and Bravo-Ureta's analysis serves as a
logical follow-up to this section of the report. Both of the economic analyses include roughly
the same set of constraints, with Bravo-Ureta's work providing further detail and use of the
net present value (NPV) method. Other agronomic observations included in the report are
very useful to this day, many of which are described in Chapter III.
The analysis done by Bravo-Ureta in the mid-1980's is dedicated to the economic
feasibility of wine grape production in the Connecticut. Data and budget assumptions used
for the analysis were collected from an established state vineyard and through consultation
with the relevant literature. A representative 15-acre farm is analyzed. Objectives for the
study are three-fold: (1) To determine initial capital outlays associated with establishing a
small-scale vineyard for wine grape production; (2) To project cash inflows and outflows
over the life of the vineyard; and (3) To determine Net-Present-Values of the vineyard
investment (Bravo-Ureta & Whitham, 1984). The cash outflows for the project fall into one
of three categories: (1) initial capital outlay; (2) development costs; and (3) growing costs.
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Cash inflows, derived from the sale of the wine grapes to a local winery, are simply the
product of yields and market prices and are assumed to be constant once the vineyard reaches
maturity (Wolf, 2004).
Cash flow budgets are provided for a one-acre planting of French-American hybrid
grapes and a one-acre planting of V. vinifera grapes. The cash flow budgets include an
average (base-case) scenario, above average (best-case) and below average (worst-case)
scenarios, which are incorporated in the investment analysis. In the alternative scenarios the
inflows are varied assuming a 25% increase for the above average scenario, and a 25%
decrease for the below average scenario. The alternative scenarios are an attempt to capture
the variability of the budget assumptions, since yields, market prices, and the cost of inputs
vary year-to-year. A 12% discount rate is used in the calculation of the NPV. The results
indicate that the project would have a positive NPV of $30,325 under the base assumptions,
$71,601 for the above average scenario, and -$10,948 for the below average scenario.
As indicted through the literature review, the CT agricultural industry has already
seen increases in wine grape production. The promise of wine grapes as well as other
specialty crops for securing state farmland is a major prospect for the future of the states
agricultural industry. Literature associated with the economics of wine grape production
indicates that the likelihood of a positive return on an investment in wine grapes is roughly
50-50, and that much of the variability stems from farm size, labor and management ability.
The following chapter describes the financial tools used in the analysis and managerial
considerations for prospective growers seeking to maximize the profitability of their farm.
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CHAPTER III
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK, DATA, AND THE MODEL
The conceptual framework begins with an overview of the general theory and
techniques used in production economic analysis, which provides the foundation for the
examination of the Connecticut wine grape industry. Descriptions of the data sources and
methods used to gather the relevant information for cost and return estimations are given, as
well as a presentation of the economic engineering techniques that are implemented to
process the information into a coherent framework for the empirical model. The assumptions
used as the basis for the empirical model are then discussed in detail, which is followed by a
description of the representative farm model. A final section is dedicated to dealing with the
risk associated with variability in prices and yields, providing descriptions of the sensitivity
analysis and simulation methods used.

Production Economic Analysis
Once a firm is established the first order of business is to select an output, or
enterprise, then decide between alternative production processes, or technologies, and finally
to allocate the available resources (Kay et al., 2004). In economic terms production holds a
particular meaning, it is the process of combining and coordinating inputs to transforms them
into outputs (Zerbe and Dively, 1994; Boardman et al., 2006). Since the outputs will be sold
in the market, several basic conditions, or assumptions, must be taken into account by the
firm during the initial planning phase.
Two commonly assumed goals for the firm are the minimization of cost(s) for a given
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level of output, and the maximization of revenue for a given level of inputs; sometimes these
conditions are referred to as the dual problem, a firm that minimizes its costs for a given
output, also maximizes its revenue for the given inputs (Boardman et al., 2006). Profit is
generally given as total revenue (TR) minus total cost (TC), which can be expressed as П =
TR-TC. The firm determines its level of production based upon the greatest expected
profitability under the given set of available resources (Kay et al., 2004).
Economic cost is the total cost of production including monetary, opportunity,
external and social costs, whereas, accounting cost is what gets recorded in the books, the
cash cost associated with production (Zerbe and Dively, 1994; Boardman et al., 2006).
Included in economic cost is the opportunity cost, which is the value forgone on the best
alternative option, for example, the opportunity cost of producing wine grapes might be the
income forgone by not renting the land to another grower; external costs, the production
“side effects,” e.g. the cost of environmental degradation; and lastly, social costs, the nonmonetary costs borne by society, such as unpleasant sights and smells from farming
operations.
The firm must also consider production with respect to a time frame, in economic
terms short and long run planning does not refer to a specific amount of time, rather it is a
relative period of time with respect to production options. Short run (SR) is the period of
time during which the available quantity of one or more production inputs is fixed and cannot
be changed; Long run (LR) is the period of time during which the quantity of all necessary
productive inputs can be changed (Boardman et al., 2006). As the size of the firm or scale of
production changes the long run average cost (LRAC) for the firm will be affected in one of
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the three following ways: increasing returns to scale, when additional production leads to
decreased cost per unit output (AC); constant returns to scale, when increased or decreased
production has no effect on AC; and decreasing returns to scale, when additional production
leads to increased AC. The three possible outcomes are shown graphically in Figure 1.
Firms that observe increasing returns to scale for production are motivated to expand in order
to take advantage of lower average cost; although the potential for increasing returns to scale
exists in many industries, it may be constrained by the market (Boardman et al., 2006). A
reduction in average cost from additional production will only increase returns to the firm if
the market demand is sufficient.

Figure 1. Graphical Depiction of Returns to Scale
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(Source: Kay et al., 2008)
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Financial Analysis. Cash flow and capital budgeting are common forms of wholefarm budgeting. Everything in the budget should be described as a cash flow, either inflow
or outflow, which are the basis of the investment or capital budget (Clark et al., 1984).
Capital budgeting may be used to determine the scale of production given a set amount of
capital investment. In order to evaluate an investment it is crucial to make projections for the
sources (inflows) and uses of funds (outflows) associated with the investment (Clark et al.,
1984). Financial decision-making may be based on the utilization of several indicators or
analysis techniques, and included in this section are descriptions of the ones that are used in
the analysis of CT wine grape production.
Net Present Value (NPV) is an indicator and method for financial decision-making
and it is the primary financial indicator used in this study. Advantages for the NPV method
include: First, when calculated properly, it always provides the correct financial decision;
and, in comparison to other complex techniques, it is relatively simple to calculate
(Boardman et al., 2006). The net present value of an investment is the algebraic sum of the
current net benefits of the project and the equation is given as:
t

t

NPV = ∑ NBt t = - I0 + ∑ NBt t
0 (1 + r )
1 (1 + r )
Where NB represents the net benefits derived from the project in time period t; I0 is the
initial investment; and r is the interest rate. The NPV is simply the difference between the
discounted benefits and the discounted costs, and the investment rule for a project is:
− NPV = 0 indifferent
− NPV > 0 invest
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− NPV < 0

do not invest

The steps for evaluating project alternatives begins with choosing an appropriate period of
time, generally years, then calculating the cash flows for that period, selecting the effective
rate(s) of discount, plugging the values into the NPV equation, and lastly applying the
decision rule. If projects cost money but do not produce financial benefits, the best option is
the one in which the NPV is the closest to zero, i.e., the least reduction in wealth (Boardman
et al., 2006).
Internal Rate of Return (IRR), a financial indicator also used in this study, is the rate
of discount for the point at which the NPV is to equal zero (Figure 2) (Zerbe and Dively,
1994). Accordingly, the IRR measures the profitability of an investment and identifies the
interest rate at which the project generates neither losses nor profits. This is represented
mathematically as:
n

IRR ⇒

n

Ct
Bt
=∑
∑
t
t
t=0 (1+ IRR )
t=0 (1+ IRR )

Similarly to NPV, the rule on whether or not to invest in a project using the IRR is:
− IRR = rR
− IRR > rR
− IRR < rR

indifferent
invest
do not invest

Where rR is the rate of discount required, determined exogenously.
When the cash flow of a project becomes more complicated, the IRR begins to lose
significance (Zerbe and Dively, 1994). If, for instance, a negative cash flow occurs later in
the project after a positive cash flow the IRR method produces multiple solutions (Zerbe and
Dively, 1994; Boardman et al., 2006). The IRR technique is valid for projects with cash
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flows that only have a single sign change, ones that begin with a negative cash flow that
switches at some point and remains positive, as is the case for vineyards.

Figure 2. The Relationship Between the NPV and IRR

+
The IRR is located where
the NPV is equal to zero.

NPV = 0
Discount Rate (r)

_
(Source: Zerbe and Dively, 1994)

Payback Period (PP) is the measurement of the required time periods (t) needed to
recover the initial investment (I) for the project (Zerbe and Dively, 1994; Boardman et al.,
2006). It is calculated by adding the project’s cash flow chronologically until the break-even
period is determined, i.e. the result is positive. The analyst must also decide whether or not
to include the temporal value of money in the calculation. Equations (1)-(3) are all used to
calculate the PP, and unlike (1) and (2), equation (3) includes the temporal value of money:
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PP

⇒

(1)

I
=1;
Σ NBt

P

(2)

∑ NBt ≥ 0 ; and
t=0

P

(3)

NBt

∑ (1 + r)

t

≥0

t= 0

The rules for using the payback period to decide whether or not to invest are as follows:
− PP = PPD indifferent
− PP < PPD invest
− PP > PPD do not invest
PPD is the payback period desired for the project. Because interest may or may not be
included in the PP calculation, management must be careful in interpreting the figure. When
the benefits are constant or when they increase over a long period of time the payback period
is a good tool for management, since the length of time it takes for an investment to be
recovered may be an item of particular interest, especially if the cash flow has limits
(Boardman et al., 2006). Wine grapes and other crops with establishment periods are thus
expected to have a significant payback period for the investment and therefore this indicator
is of particular interest to prospective growers.

Economic Engineering, Data Sources and Interviews
Economic engineering and the development of representative farm models relies on
consultation with experts to obtain the necessary technological information related to the
enterprise in question, in this case wine grapes. Technical coefficients are taken from the
related literature and available information is gathered to establish the input and output prices
(Kay et al., 2008). A model of the representative farm is then developed based upon the
available information and expert opinion, which may include surveys, a panel of experts,
market based research, etc (CCRH, 1998; Cesaro et al., 2008). The result is a farm model
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that is representative of the average farm present in the industry.

These models are

particularly useful in examining a priori the impact of variability in assumptions for the
farm, such as alternative technologies, government programs, yields, and prices (CCRH,
1998). Furthermore, once the representative farm model is created it may be used by farmers
and agricultural experts to evaluate various aspects of production, which include: the scale of
production, agricultural policies, efficiency of farm operations, and other potential wholefarm enterprise combination structures. They may also be distributed as extension materials
to the target population, and farmers may adjust them to suit the needs of their operation; and
ideally, the farmers own records should provide figures to use in budgeting (Herbst, 52).
The foundation of cost and return (CAR) estimation is the data on which those
estimates are based (CCRH, 1998; Cesaro et al., 2008). Accordingly, appropriate data
sources for CAR estimation require some examination. Data can be obtained from various
sources through the use of several techniques. Determining the target population is the first
step in the evaluation of the relevant data sources available. Typically, target populations are
the subset of farmers engaged in a specific enterprise localized geographically, yet,
constraints for the target population are chosen by the analysts and may be more or less
inclusive, such as limiting the set of farmers to the most profitable 25% of the population
(CCRH, 1998). Some of the common data sources include large-scale probability surveys,
farm records systems, single farm records, and agricultural engineering equations based on
field data (CCRH, 1998). When projecting the future price, a review of historical price
levels, price trends, and outlook for the future should be used if possible. Four principal
sources of data can be used to construct yield representations; these sources are: (1) county
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yield series; (2) yield series from agronomic experiments; (3) farm-level historical yield
series; and (4) elicited subjective yield forecasts from farm managers (as quoted in
Blackwell, 1993). A combination of these sources may also be used to construct the price
and yield estimates that are most relevant for a given farm.
Gathering data that is representative of the target population is typically done in one
of two ways: by using statistical or judgment samples. Statistical sampling approaches are
often preferred to the judgment type because of the ability to reduce sampling bias (CCRH,
1998).

However, in cases where the target population is small the statistical sampling

approach may be subject to collection errors and offer no additional benefit to judgment. In
other words, when there is a small target population, judgment samples may be the best
alternative, though the analyst must take into account the limitations of this method when
implementing it, as is the case with this study. Relying on the judgment of the analyst it is
common to use several sources of data to derive CAR estimates, and in many cases it is the
only reasonable alternative; and, mixed data sources tend to be more cost effective for
producing CAR estimates (CCRH, 1998). The process of collecting such information and
processing it into a coherent framework and report is a particular form of economic
engineering. In the case of this study mixed data sources are used, including expert opinion
from the relevant literature, consultation with companies that broker services to state
vineyards, and interviews with industry representatives (experts).
Cover letters that included information on the study were sent out to each of the
Connecticut vineyards at the beginning of the 2010 growing season. As a follow up, each of
the vineyards were contacted by telephone in order to discuss the project further and setup
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interview appointments.

The main purpose of the meetings was to gather and collect

information with respect to their experience establishing a vineyard and growing wine
grapes. Accordingly, a major component of the interview was to go over historical records
for vineyard costs and yields. Meetings were scheduled for the fall 2010, after harvest time,
and were conducted into early summer 2011.
The Connecticut wine grape industry is composed of mostly small-scale farm
vineyards and wineries, the bulk of which are less than 15-acres in size, varying slightly with
respect to size and age. Interview questions were both qualitative and quantitative in nature –
from grape variety selection and planting practices, to historical yields, establishment costs,
prices paid for inputs, and prices received or imputed to the grapes. Information collected
through the interview process was used in the production of representative farm vineyard
budgets.

In complement to one another, whereas more recently established vineyards

provided good estimates of startup costs though lacked data for historical yields and longterm maintenance costs, more seasoned vineyards provided good information for historical
yields and long-term maintenance costs though their cost of establishment figures were
outdated.

Viticultural Considerations
A prospective grape grower should be aware of the conditions that are suitable for
grape production when deciding whether or not to establish a vineyard. Drawing on the
general theory of production, the initial task of the firm is to evaluate the available resources,
and in this case, to determine whether or not a farm is suited for grape production in both
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economic and agronomic terms.

A critical assumption to the economic feasibility of

Connecticut grape production is the availability of suitable vineyard sites, upon which the
representative farm model is constructed. In other words, wine grape production begins with
an evaluation of prospective vineyard sites.
Several publications that deal specifically with the agronomy of wine grape
production are available, such as the recent Wine Grape Production Guide for Eastern North
America (Wolf, 2004), which serve as valuable resources for current and prospective
growers. Important viticultural considerations taken from the literature are summarized
below, and fit into two general categories, site selection and pest management, with the
exception of a short discussion on environmental impacts.
Site Selection. Certain physical, or geological, conditions lend themselves to grape
production. Climate, topographical, and soil structure all factor into the grape producing
potential for a parcel of land. The climate makeup for a given site is two-fold, including the
macroclimate of the general region, and microclimate specific to the particular site, which is
also tied to its topography (Wolf, 2004). Two features of climate that significantly affect
grape quality and vine productivity are temperature and precipitation, or moisture, patterns.
Temperature patterns are important for multiple reasons. Length of the growing season,
likelihood of early spring and late frosts, and yearly low temperatures must all be considered
when planning a vineyard (Wolf, 2004). The length of the growing season is used to
determine the varieties of grapes that will ripen sufficiently by harvest; in the case of early
spring and late frosts, certain varieties are better suited to recover from such shock; and
yearly low temperatures are used to determine varieties with the appropriate cold hardiness
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(Wolf, 2004). The prospective grower should review the local and regional climate data to
determine the varieties that are best suited for the farm.
Precipitation patterns also factor into variety selection; and generally certain patterns
are more beneficial to wine grape production than others. Limited precipitation is typically
beneficial to a vineyard, the likelihood of fungal and powdery mildew contamination is
greatly reduced, and any potentially negative effects may be corrected with irrigation (White,
2008). Since the amount of water that grape vines require varies with respect to vine
maturity, productivity, the presence of competitive weeds, and humidity, irrigation provides
growers with some control over the amount of water the vines receive (Wolf, 2004). Another
concern for east coast vineyards is fall rain and hurricane patterns that can lead to significant
rainfall during the ripening period and even up to harvest time. Excessive precipitation
during these periods can significantly reduce wine grape quality, leading to decreased sugar,
flavor, and aroma, as well as the potential for rain-induced splitting and subsequent fruit rot
(Wolf, 2004). Cases of extreme hurricane weather can devastate vineyards by dropping fruit
and damaging trellis systems. The effects of precipitation are also diminished or exacerbated
by the sites topography and soil characteristics.
Topographical features, including slope, relative elevation, and aspect all factor into
the suitability of the proposed site. Ideally the slope of the vineyard site is great enough to
enhance cold air drainage during the spring, fall, and winter, and runoff during excessive
precipitation events, but not so much so that erosion becomes problematic, or vineyard
operations are limited; the slope of the site should range from 5-15% grade (Wolf, 2004).
Slope and relative elevation are directly related to one another and significantly affect the
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microclimate of the vineyard site. Spring and fall frosts and winter cold injury are less likely
to occur at sites that have sufficient cold air drainage, than in low-lying areas where cold air
can collect. The upper 20% of the elevation range relative to the local topography tends to be
best suited for vines, with the exception of vineyards planted close to large bodies of water
that can store heat and stabilize vineyard temperature (Wolf, 2004).
Aspect, the third topographical feature, is the orientation of the slope of the land to
the suns rays. By convention, in the Northern Hemisphere the sun shines from the south, so,
south-facing slopes have the advantage of receiving the most sunlight throughout the day.
The benefits of increased solar radiation are many, and sites are ideally located on slopes
with southern exposure. Realistically, sites with a south-facing component are preferred over
those with a north-facing one. Some of the benefits associated with increased solar radiation
include, greater availability of light for photosynthesis, rapid drying after rain, and higher
average temperatures in both winter and summer (Wolf, 2004). Topographically the ideal
vineyard lies close to the top of a gently sloping south-facing hill. However, a full description
of the ideal characteristics of a vineyard is not complete until a final physical component is
included, soil structure.
Grapes can be grown well in a variety of soil types. Testing the soil and choosing
vines that are best suited for sites characteristics is likely to result in higher quality grape
production (Wolf, 2004).

Once testing has been completed the soil can be adjusted

accordingly to enhance the suitability of the site. Typically sites are adjusted for pH and
drainage before vines are planted (White, 2008). Lime is applied before the planting, and
roughly every three years depending on the site characteristics. In regions of the where the
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parent material for the soil is limestone such adjustments are not necessary.

Drainage

systems are key in areas with frequent precipitation and slow ground water absorption, since
the root system of the vines should not be overly saturated with water (Wolf, 2004). More
specific details with respect to the effect of soil type on vine production may be found in the
related agronomic literature.
Pest Management. . Wine grapes, like many plants, are susceptible to a host of pests
and disease. Several species of insects and mites can damage vines and lead to decreases in
vineyard productivity; there is also the threat of attack from microscopic bacteria, fungi, and
viruses; some vertebrates enjoy snacking on grape vines when possible; and many weed
species compete with vines for resources, which limits plant growth (Wolf, 2004).
The most common problematic insects are the grape berry moth, the European red
mite, and the Japanese beetle (Wolf, 2004). Many insects and mites target vineyards, and
growers must gain a general understanding of the characteristic signs associated with various
insects. Certain species feed on foliage, others fruit, some are partial to the root structure or
vine trunk, and there are also species that feed on different parts of the plant depending on
the stage of development, i.e., pupa, larva, or moth. Early identification and pesticide
measures can significantly reduce insect populations and limit the effects of an outbreak. An
understanding of the potential for outbreaks associated with weather and climactic patterns
will also allow for early detection and prevention (Wolf, 2004). This also holds true for
diseases, fungi, bacteria, and viruses.
Outbreaks of problematic mildew varieties are most likely to happen during periods
of extended moisture exposure from precipitation, high humidity, and temperature. Similarly,
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diseases, viruses, bacterial and fungal infections may be particular to certain periods in the
growing season. For instance, bitter and ripe rot only occurs when fruit clusters are well
established. Again, growers must learn to anticipate the likelihood of outbreaks related to the
period of the growing season and the weather conditions. In doing so the appropriate
measures, such as a farm specific spraying regime, may be implemented to avoid and limit
the occurrence of outbreaks (Wolf, 2004).
Deer, birds, rabbits, raccoons, mice, groundhogs, and bears are all potential pests for
grape growers. Depending on the presence of such wildlife and the potential threat, growers
may implement prevention measures such as fences and netting. However, the construction
of fences and netting can significantly affect the establishment costs for the vineyard, and
investors must consider the amount of expected loss from such pests and compare it with the
cost of prevention in order to justify the expenditure (Wolf, 2004). Weeds can also be
problematic for vine production as they compete for available resources, particularly water
and nutrients. Herbicides may be applied in the rows to limit weed growth. Herbicides may
be applied as a preventative measure early in the season and also in response to weed growth
throughout the growing season. Cover crops such as clover or grasses with shallow root
systems are also used to limit weed establishment (Wolf, 2004).
Environmental Effects.

The reciprocity between agricultural production and

environmental conditions is summed up by the general idea that agricultural production is
dependent on the presence of certain environmental conditions and the absence of others;
and, materials are extracted from the environment for agricultural production, thus altering
the original environmental conditions (Wolf, 2004).
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Again for the sake of simplicity,

undesirable materials that are either originally present in the environment or created during
the production process are termed pollution. Pollution may be split into two categories based
on whether or not it is easily traced back to its source. In other words, point and non-point
source pollution are both associated with farm operations (Miller and Spoolman, 2007).
Respectively, examples include fertilizer runoff into a local body of water and green house
gas emissions from farm machinery. Pollution from vineyard production is quite limited and
therefore the expected environmental impact is low; also, the typical chemicals and fertilizers
used are ones that rapidly degrade in the environment (Mills, 1980). Grape production
utilizes machinery, which produces carbon dioxide emissions; however, vineyard operations
are not likely to be considered a significant source of such emissions.
•

Vineyards are also impacted by environmental pollution, from both nearby point and distant
non-point sources. One example of point source effects is the case of brick production that
releases hydrogen fluoride gas (HF) into the local atmosphere, which can kill nearby grape
vines (Wolf, 2004). Current debate on the expected effects of green house gas emissions on
the environment are also relevant to grape production and serve as an example of non-point
source pollution effects. It is unclear as to the whether or not changes in climate will
positively or negatively affects the production of wine grapes in Connecticut. Whereas, some
experts suggest that increases in atmospheric temperatures will allow for areas like
Connecticut, which have historically been on the fringe of the ideal climate conditions for
grape growing, to become more suitable, others point to the expected effects of climate
change in the form of greater occurrence of more destructive weather events such as droughts
and hurricanes (Deitch, 2010). “If you look at most of the places growing grapes worldwide,
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many of them have been right at the cool-limit margins and so a little bit of warming has
made them more suitable" (Jones, as quoted in Deitch, 2010).

Capital Budget Assumptions and The Representative Farm Model
The following list of assumptions is used to construct capital and cash flow budgets
for the representative Connecticut farm vineyard.

Assumptions are derived from the

information gathered through interviews with state growers and the relevant literature. Also,
figures from companies that broker services to vineyards are used to verify the costs of
materials. Because the characteristics of state vineyards vary considerably, alterations should
be made to suit the needs of the particular farm. Growers must recognize the advantages and
disadvantages of assumption alternatives in planning for their vineyard. The following set of
assumptions provides the basis of the representative vineyard model.
Land The cost per acre of land in Connecticut varies significantly and it is more
reasonable to expect that prospective vineyard owners either currently owns the property and
pay taxes on it or will lease the property. As noted in many budgeting handbooks, “The value
of farmland is an important component of the farm sector’s balance sheet. Opportunity costs
of farmland investments are used in cost of returns studies” (Ahearn and Vasavada, 1992).
The price of land and associated costs included in the budget are the estimated average rental
rate, the tax rate for an acre of agricultural land, and overhead.
Drainage System. A drainage system is assumed which must be installed prior to
planting and trellis installation. It is assumed that the system will be effective over the
lifetime of the project, and does not incur maintenance or repair expenses.
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Vineyard layout. A 10-acre vineyard is planted with vines spaced 6 feet apart and 9
feet between rows. The standard 6’ x 9’ planting contains 725 vines per acre on average.
Also, it is assumed that the vineyard layout is such that maneuverability of machinery is not
inhibited, nor is additional farm acreage included for this purpose. Vine cost is estimated at
$3.75 per plant for all varieties, including the cost of shipping, and 2% replanting each year.
Grow tubes are also used at a cost of $0.60ea.
Trellis System. A vertical shoot positioning (VSP) system, constructed with wooden
posts and wire in the second year, is used in the representative farm model. The construction
consists of 3” x 8’ wooden posts spaced every third vine with larger 5”x 8' posts at the ends
of each row. Rows are wired with six wires, two cordon wires and two sets of adjustable
catch wires, with anchor wires used for end post support. Maintenance of the trellis system is
included as an annual operating expense at 2.5% of the initial construction cost.
Machinery. It is assumed that equipment is purchased in the first year at 65% of the
new value. This accounts for the ability for growers to purchase used machinery at auction
as well as multi-enterprise farmers that may already own some of the machinery. Also, it is
assumed that machinery used solely in establishment phase is rented at the market rate. Fuel,
lube, and maintenance are included in the annual operating expense.
Optional Items. A drip irrigation system may be desirable for some vineyard sites,
and the construction costs for a drip irrigation system are included in the budget as an
optional practice. Bird and deer damage may also be problematic for some vineyards sites,
and the installation of preventative measures may be needed. Costs associated with installing
a bird netting system and deer fences are included as optional pest control measures.
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Spraying and Fertilization. Vines should be sprayed and soil fertilized as needed
throughout the growing season.

Climate and weather will largely factor into the

determination of an appropriate spraying schedule.

A generalized spraying regime is

included in the budget, which is representative of the amount of spraying needed for a typical
growing season. Fertilization is also applied throughout the growing season and soil should
be checked regularly and adjusted to the prescribed nutrient levels.
Labor. The wage rate for skilled and unskilled labor is assumed to be $17 per hour
and $12 per hour respectively, which includes all associated labor costs.
Harvesting. The cost of harvesting is estimated at $200 per acre, many vineyards in
CT utilize volunteer harvesting. During the interview process growers who utilize volunteer
labor claimed that harvesting costs turn out to be about roughly the same as when hired labor
is used, because of the cost of providing meals for the workers. Benefits from volunteer
harvesting include the educational, cultural, and promotional value of hosting such an event.
Annual Overhead and Fixed Costs. These costs may be summed up with the acronym
– The DIRTI 5: depreciation, interest, repairs, taxes, and insurance. Although establishment
costs may be depreciated over the lifetime of the project, since capital cash flow budgeting is
the method used for the analysis, the cost of machinery is included as a single establishment
expense and is assumed to be sold at the residual value to recover some of the cost at the end
of the investment period; repairs are included as part of the annual operating expense for the
associated item; with respect to interest, the discount rate is estimated at 9%, which is used in
the calculation of NPV and PP over the 20-year planning horizon; property taxes are
estimated at $88 per acre; and farm insurance at 1% of the establishment cost.
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Wine Grape Varieties. There are many varieties that grow well in Connecticut, the
varieties utilized in the study are simply good candidates and were observed to be grown
throughout the state. Again, many other varieties are grown and produce good results for
state vineyards. The nine varieties included in the budget simulator represent a mix of Vitis
vinifera and hybrid, reds and whites. Of the nine varieties included in the budget sheet, three
are red varieties and six are white, four of the varieties are V. vinifera and five are hybrid.
Two of the red varieties are V. vinifera and one hybrid; two of the white varieties are V.
vinifera and four are hybrid. Red varieties include Cabernet Franc, Lemberger, and Marechal
Foch; white varieties include Chardonnay, Pinot Gris, Traminette, Seyval, Cayuga White, and
Vidal Blanc.

The proportion of red to white and V. vinifera to hybrid was deemed

appropriate upon consultation with state growers.
The general consensus arrived upon through the interviews is that hybrids tend to
hold up to CT growing conditions better than V. vinifera, though certain types of V. vinifera
may be well suited to particular areas of the state.

Experimentation by the grower to

determine what will work best for their farm is commonly suggested as it is likely to be
beneficial in producing better growing results, and in turn investment outcomes. As time
may be a major constraint to the planning process, it may not be possible to wait three to four
years for a test planting, and a mixed planting approach may be the best strategy for the
initial plot, with the ability to expand upon the vineyard once the best suited varieties are
established. The following are individual descriptions of the cultivars included in the budget
analysis and risk simulations:
− Cabernet Franc, is a red V. vinifera variety with blue-black berries. The strengths of
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the Cabernet Franc variety include “good resistance to fruit rot and splitting” (Wolf,
2004). Also, “it is the most hardy V. vinifera variety we have tested. The fruit ripens
earlier and has produced good quality wines more consistently than has that of
Cabernet Sauvignon” (Reisch et al., 1991). Weaknesses of the Cabernet Franc variety
include early bud break, susceptibility to leaf roll virus, and a tendency towards
excessive vegetative growth on fertile sites, which unless managed carefully can lead
to poor quality grapes (Wolf, 2004; Reisch et al., 1991). As far as vine growth is
concerned, shoots grow upright and are well suited for upright shoot positioning
training and trellis system, which is assumed for the representative vineyard model.
− Lemberger is a red V. vinifera variety grown in Austria, Germany and Hungry, in
Europe, and mostly in Washington State, in the U.S. with some presence on the East
Coast. Advantages include good resistance to Botrytis, vines produce large clusters
and have a high yield potential, which is also a potential weakness that can lead to
over-cropping. Also, similar to Cabernet Franc, Lemberger's early bud break is a
noted weakness for the variety (Reisch et al., 1991).
− Marechal Foch is a red hybrid variety that was developed by Eugene Kuhlmann of
Alsace (Wolf, 2004). The vine produces very tight clusters of small blue-black
grapes, which are very cold hardy. Other strengths include early ripening and fungal
rot resistance; as with the previously described varieties, one of the major weaknesses
is early bud break; another issue for Marchel Foch is the size of the grape, which can
attract unwanted feathered feeders (Wolf, 2004; Reisch et al., 1991).
− Chardonnay is a very popular white grape variety producing golden yellow to amber
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fruit. It is a V. vinifera cross between Pinot Noir and Gouais Blanc which originated
in the Bourgogne region of France (Reisch et al., 1991).

Strengths include the

widespread popularity of the grape as well as its adaptability to various growing
conditions. Some of its weaknesses, as seen with other varieties are, early bud break,
excessive vegetation that can lead to increased susceptibility to cold injury and
disease; also, Chardonnay is very susceptible to many common diseases including
Botrytis, bunch rot, and powdery mildew (Wolf, 2004; Reisch et al., 1991). Several
trellis and training systems may be used with this variety, and growers must consider
the potential for sun burning in choosing the appropriate system.
− Pinot Gris is a white V. vinifera variety with grape clusters that may vary in color
throughout, pink, coppery-gray, and brownish pink (Wolf, 2004). It is a lighter
variant of the Pinot Noir grape and its strengths include a somewhat cold hardiness
and productive secondary buds. Like Chardonnay, Pinot Gris is very susceptible
disease, in particular major fungal ones.

Other issues with the variety are the

potential for poor fruit set if weather cool and damp for an extended period, and
slightly low acidity (Reisch et al., 1991). Upright training and trellising works well
with the variety, which will thrive in deep, dry, calcareous soils.
− Traminette is a white hybrid variety that was released in 1996 by the NYS experiment
station (Reisch et al., 1991). Through fifteen years of production the grape variety
has held up very well to eastern growing conditions. Wine quality is very good; the
vine is cold hardy, and disease resistant, with large loose clusters (Wolf, 2004). Has
the potential for winter damage to trunks in areas with wet soils and cold winters.
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− Seyval is a white hybrid variety that ripens early and is able to withstand late frosts
with plentiful secondary and base budding. The variety is hardy and produces large
compact clusters.

Unfortunately it is very susceptible to Botrytis and powdery

mildew as well as other common diseases (Wolf, 2004; Reisch et al., 1991). Because
of plentiful budding the vines can be very productive resulting in over-cropping
issues, a critical task for management is to ensure the vines are thinned appropriately
throughout the growing season.
− Cayuga White is a hybrid variety developed in NYS as a cross between Seyval and
Schulyer in 1972 (Reisch et al., 1991). The hardy and productive vines produce
greenish-yellow fruit that ripen early and are disease resistant unlike its parent Seyval
Blanc. An avoidable weakness is the varieties unappealing flavor characteristics
when allowed to fully ripen, so it is recommended that the grapes be harvested before
full ripening. Earlier harvest of a variety may be appealing to some farm vineyards
and wineries, providing an initial crop to begin the harvest and winemaking process.
− Vidal Blanc is a white hybrid variety that produces greenish-white fruit. The late bud
break and good cold-hardiness as well as adaptability to a wide variety of climatic
and soil conditions make it a good bet for most sites. Also, the vines are able to
produce commercial yields from the basal buds even after a major winterkill. Though
resistant to Botrytis, downy mildew, and black rot, the vines are susceptible to ring
spot viruses and it is suggested that they be grafted to a disease resistant rootstock
(Wolf, 2004; Reisch et al., 1991). The vines grow upright and may be trained and
trellised with a VSP system.
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Other varieties that are not utilized in the analysis but are candidates for Connecticut
viticulture include:
− Red: Merlot, Zinfandel, Chambourcin, Cornot Noir, Frontnac, and St. Croix; and
− White: Riesling, Gewustraminer, Chardonel, Vignoles, Viognier, and Villard Blanc.
Again, further information for choosing suitable varieties may be obtained through
consultation with nearby growers, extension educators, and when possible, by planting test
plots to determine the varieties that are best suited for the farm. It is up to the management to
evaluate the given investment constraints and determine the most appropriate method for
choosing. It is likely that the best approach is to combine features from each of the options,
i.e. consult local experts, and plant an initial multi-variety plot with the intention of
expansion once mature yields establish the best suited varieties. It can never be overstated
that there’s no substitute for direct knowledge of the character of the particular farm.
Yields. Information collected during interviews with several state growers provided
estimates for average yield by grape variety (Appendix B.2). Third year yields are estimated
at 65% of mature yield. Also, yield variability by variety is incorporated in the risk analysis.
Prices. Information collected during interviews with CT growers suggests that the
price paid for CT grapes is a dollar per pound, or $2000 per ton. In order to include price
variability in the risk simulations, data collected by Cornell University for the historical
prices of New York wine grapes is utilized. Assuming that the industry in CT continues to
develop, it is likely that the price for wine grapes will eventually be driven by market forces
similar to those in NYS. In order to differentiate prices for V. vinifera and hybrid varieties in
the base-case budget model $2000/ton and $1000/ton is assumed for the respective
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categories, and this price categorization is henceforth referred to as CT prices. Furthermore,
this price regime that is consistent with the associated literature. In the case of varietal
analysis, $1500/ton is used for the premium hybrid varieties, Traminette and Lemberger,
noted in the relevant tables.
Alternative Technological and Farm Size Assumptions. Prospective vineyard owners
must consider a wide range of factors in planning out their vineyard. Based on the particular
features of their plot the grower must determine the best technological framework for the
farm. Some growers may be faced with whole-farm considerations, in the case where a
vineyard is planted in addition to the preexisting farm; the vineyard may be incorporated into
the existing whole-farm plan as an additional enterprise.

Furthermore, because of the

characteristic financial burden of establishing a new vineyard, to which grapes will not be
harvested until a few years after planting, a farmer must consider whether it makes better
financial sense to treat the vineyard as a separate entity (Seavert and Castagnoli, 2004).
In the case of the representative farm a 10-acre plot is assumed, and some sensitivity
analysis is done to provide insight into the effect of plot size on profitability. The initial plot
size should be agreed upon by the grower and prospective investor based upon relevant
financial and managerial considerations. A five-acre addition to a preexisting farm, one that
owns much of the necessary equipment used across other enterprises, will have a different
cost structure that may lead to greater expected profitability than a dedicated 5-acre vineyard
(Seavert and Castagnoli, 2004).

Though all of these considerations are not explicitly

reflected in the analysis and results, the model is designed to allow for costs to be changed at
the discretion of the prospective grower. Once more, the unique needs of the potential
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grower and the inclusion of their expected costs in the budgets is likely to produce the best
estimates.
The Representative Farm Model serves as a great tool for prospective growers.
Though every firm has its own set of unique characteristics and challenges (Köbrich et al.,
2003), it is still worthwhile to develop representative farm models for the sake of agricultural
extension. Once again, they are the result of the economic engineering process where inputs
and their associated costs are determined through consultation with the relevant literature,
industry representatives, and general production theory (Cesaro et al., 2008). The result of
which is the model farm, a comprehensive representation of the sort of typical firm. Such
models are particularly useful for prospective growers in that they present the information
needed to familiarize oneself with the general costs and inputs associated with a particular
enterprise. They are also utilized by growers for comparison, in order to gain further insight
into their own production practices.
A capital budget is the structural basis for the model. The model is composed of the
budget assumptions, as described.

The complete budget generator, constructed for a

representative CT vineyard, is included in Appendix A. Another major component of the
analysis is Monte Carlo simulation, which is used to explicitly incorporate the risk and
uncertainty stemming from yields and prices into the projections.

Dealing with Risk and Uncertainty
An example of a typical statement on the nature of risk in financial planning may be
found in almost any of the major text on agricultural production theory. One of which, taken
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directly from a major text, states “Specific models incorporating risk and uncertainty could
easily fill an entire textbook. The simplest approaches for including risk and uncertainty
involve replacing actual prices with the respective expected values” (Debertin, 1986).
Agricultural production theory is particularly concerned with risk and uncertainty because of
the nature of the variability in production inputs. This is again echoed in Debertin’s text, “In
agriculture the assumption of knowledge with respect to the production function is almost
never met. Weather is, of course, the key variable, but nature presents other challenges”
(Debertin, 1986). Furthermore, an important distinction between risk and uncertainty is also
described, where risk is the known variability in terms of concrete odds, whereas, uncertainty
stems from a lack of information.

Blackjack, gambling in general are games of risk,

whereas, speculating on market futures and stocks are a matter of uncertainty.
Again, several procedures are available for calculating production, market, and
financial risks from basic estimates of yield and price predictability (Ahearn and Vasavada,
1992).

In this study, two general approaches for addressing risk and uncertainty are

implemented, expected value and sensitivity analysis. One of the main features of such
analyses is to convert as much of the uncertainty into perceived risk, which may be done by
utilizing any relevant information to quantify and qualify all of the possible outcomes.
Expected value analysis methods examine risk explicitly, using the available data to make
projections for the likely outcomes of the project (Boardman et al, 2006). The base case
scenario is created using the most plausible estimates for uncertain quantities and values.
Assumed quantities and values are then methodically changed and recorded to illustrate the
sensitivity of the estimation.
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Beginning with the basic premise that there is always uncertainty about the predicted
impacts and the values assigned to the variables, sensitivity analysis is implemented to
determine the robustness of the outcome estimates. It is typically done by changing the
assumed value of a given variable while keeping the others fixed, ceteris paribus, and is thus
used to determine how the model outcome is affected by the given variable (Boardman et al,
2006). Outcomes for a range in values, at a set interval, are produced for the given variable
being tested, and it is the sensitivity of the predicted net benefits to changes in assumptions
that is measured.

Robust estimates are ones not significantly altered by changes in

assumptions; an estimate tends to be “robust” if the sign of net benefits does not change
under a reasonable range of assumptions, i.e., the NPV is consistently positive (Boardman et
al, 2006).
The determination of partial sensitivity (variable by variable) is most common, and
usually it is the assumptions that the analyst believes to be the most important and uncertain,
such as expected yield or market price in the case of wine grapes. A simple means for
analyzing a project is to determine the worst and best case scenarios and then to review them
appropriately (Boardman et al, 2006). Accordingly, the worst-case scenario uses the least
favorable assumptions and offers the lower bound of net benefits, whereas the best-case
scenario uses the most favorable assumptions and offers the upper bound of net benefits,
these serve as a sort of confidence interval which may be captured more explicitly using
simulation methods.
Monte Carlo Simulation. As an outgrowth of sensitivity analysis, simulation
considers the effect of possible combinations of variables on net benefits, but does so for
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several scenarios simultaneously rather than a few. Many simulation techniques exist and
Monte Carlo is one of the most widely used. The Monte Carlo Method of simulation relies
on choosing values for variables based on the expected probabilities, producing hundreds or
thousands of simulated outcomes, which may then be subject to further statistical analysis
(Kwak and Ingall, 2007). It is in certain respects a marriage between expected value and
sensitivity analysis.

Simulations require a computer to perform a large number of

calculations that reflect the many possible combinations of variables.
In general it is a three step process, first the computerized model is developed,
second, the probabilities for different results for each of the variables are specified, the third
and final task is to sample the probability distributions to interpret the resulting scenarios
(Boardman et al, 2006).

A key point regarding such simulations, one that cannot be

overstated, is the need for accurate inputs and modeling. This common concern is thus
summed up, “although Monte Carlo simulation is an extremely powerful tool, it is only as
good as the model it is simulating and the information that is fed into it” (Kwak and Ingall,
2007). Smith (1994) describes the usefulness of the Monte Carlo method as applied to
capital and cash flow budgeting in the following passage:
“Simulation assists managers in choosing among different potential investments and
projects. He explained that by replacing estimates of net cash flow for each year with
probability distributions for each factor affecting net cash flow, managers can develop
a distribution of possible Net Present Values (NPV) of an investment instead of a
single value. This is helpful when choosing between different capital investment
opportunities that may have similar mean NPV but differing levels of variance in the
NPV distribution” (Kwak and Ingall, 2007).
It is possible to run Monte Carlo simulations in a spreadsheet program such as
Microsoft Excel. Excel does not have a specific Monte Carlo function but basic simulations
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may be run through the use of Excel features. Programmers have also developed additional
software packages, or plug-ins, that allow for simulations to be run through Excel. The
Palisade software company developed the @Risk program as an addition to Excel, which is
specifically designed to carry out Monte Carlo simulations.

The program allows for

significantly more sophistication in the construction of the simulation models. Simulations
run without the additional software may become cumbersome and require significantly more
time for computation as the size of the model increases.
The @Risk software package is designed to run simulations directly in an Excel
spreadsheet. Features such as distribution fitting, various graphical interfaces that display the
simulation results and simulation summary reports, are particularly useful for data analysis.
The first step in integrating the @Risk software package into the model is to evaluate the
models general features, complexity, data sources, etc. Once the critical inputs and outputs
are determined the @Risk program may be incorporated for simulation. Instructions and the
procedure for incorporating the @Risk simulation software into the budget generator for CT
wine grapes are given according to the following description of the software features.
Deciding on the appropriate distributions of the selected inputs is the first step in
producing accurate simulation results. If the inputs’ data set is fairly robust the @Risk
distribution-fitting feature may be used to determine and rank the various distributions. The
distributions are ranked according to the resulting value from a statistical goodness of fit test,
which include the Chi-Square, Anderson-Darling, Kolmogorov Smirnov, and the Root-Mean
Squared Error values. In the case of the CT wine grape study the Chi-Square test for
goodness of fit is used.
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Once each of the input data sets are fit to a distribution, the appropriate simulation
outputs must be decided upon, and in the case of the Connecticut vineyard study outputs
include the project’s NPV, IRR, and PP. The simulation is then run for the model, set for as
many iterations as deemed appropriate; another important feature of @Risk package is the
“auto” iteration setting, which determines the appropriate amount of iterations by ending the
process once the simulation statistics converge to a set deviation from the sample data’s
distribution, i.e., 3%.
graphically.

Simulation results are then represented both numerically and

An overview of the results is generated in an additional “quick report”

spreadsheet (Appendix C).
Results may be presented several ways depending on the nature of the project being
evaluated. In certain cases the proportion of the instances where the profitability of the
project is greater than a given value is included in the simulation results, as this may be of
particular interest to the prospective investor. Confidence intervals are another common
form used to present simulation results, where the values obtained for a given proportion of
simulations are indicated, i.e., the simulation showed that 95% of the time the NPV was
between $5,000 and $10,000. The @Risk software generates a graphical representation for
each of the simulation inputs and outputs, and their corresponding result statistics (Figures 3
and 4; Appendix C). Set values, proportions, and confidence intervals, are readily adjusted
with the cursor, or by inputting the value directly into the associated field.
The following Chapter IV presents the results of the financial analysis for the
representative CT farm vineyard model and the risk evaluation techniques described in this
chapter. Base-case analysis through to simulation provides insight into the prospect of
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growing grapes, results that are complimented by a qualitative discussion of the industry
particulars.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The discussion of the results and analyses is organized as follows. First the results
for the representative 10-acre farm vineyard under the base case assumptions are presented.
A sensitivity analysis is then provided to gain further insight into the effect of varying some
of the key the assumptions. The discount rate is adjusted incrementally for the base case and
the best/worst-case scenarios are determined respectively as a 25% increase/decrease in the
expected cash inflow. The effect of optional technologies and practices, farm size variation,
and profitability by grape variety are evaluated as well in this section. Finally, a simulation
analysis is implemented as the last component of the analysis, using the Palisade’s @Risk
program. Included in the appendix are the enterprise and capital budget materials developed
for the analysis and additional @Risk simulation results.
The next portion of the results section consists of material and information gathered
through the interview process. Many of the results from the interviews were in the form of
qualitative considerations for producers and the future of the industry. Opinions among
industry representatives varied considerably across topics, which included, the suitability of
grape varieties for state production, the current and future state of the industry and demand
for Connecticut wine grapes. The potential market demand for wine grapes in Connecticut
cannot be explicitly quantified here because the data provided by farmers in the interviews is
not detailed enough, however, an effort is still made to provide a general statement regarding
demand.
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Base Case and Sensitivity Analysis
The budget assumptions described in Chapter III are included in the base case farm
model in Table 1 and the corresponding investment analysis is summarized in Table 2. As
indicated, best/worst-case scenarios, presented in Table 3, are determined by varying the cash
inflow for the vineyard by 25%. In this case the CT grape prices for V. vinifera and hybrid
varieties, as reported in the interviews by local growers, are used. Sensitivity analysis to
incorporate risk into the basic investment analysis is provided in Tables 2, 3 and 4 where
grape prices, cash inflow, farm size and discount rates are each varied respectively.

Table 1. Budget for a 10-Acre CT Farm Vineyard: per Acre Investment
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4+
Item
Year 1
Vineyard Operating Expenses
Site Preparation
Vines and Planting
Replanting and Rogueing
Dorm. Prune and Brush Rem.
Herbicide Application
Fertilization
Canopy Management
Disease and Insect Control
Take Away and Hilling Up
Mowing
Machinery
Trellis
Drainage
Annual Fixed Expenses
Taxes - Property
Insurance - Farm
$ TOTAL
(Source: G.B. White, 2008)

225
1,785
37
51
47
41
60
103
133
72
643
3,810

59
362
47
41
424
248
133
72
643
95

74
396
49
65
593
501
133
72
643
95

88
43

88
43

88
43

88
43

8,865

5,128

2,255

2,753

23
41
67
42
4,180
2,372
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The effect of price on profitability is significant (Table 2). Under the assumption of
CT prices over the investment period, growing grapes in Connecticut is profitable with a
NPV of $42,955, an IRR of 13% and a PP of 15 years. When all grapes are assumed to
receive the premium price of $2000 per ton, the investment is projected to return a NPV of
$199,847, an IRR of 25% and a PP of 7 years. However, when the lower New York State
prices are used the NPV goes down to a negative ($73,367) for which the IRR is undefined.
When the cash inflow, based on CT grape prices, is varied by 25% for the best/worst-case
analysis (Table 3), the results indicate that the NPV is ($55,542) with an IRR of 3% and a PP
of more than 20 years in the worst-case, and a NPV of $141,452, an IRR of 21% and a PP of
9 years in the best case.

Table 2. Investment Analysis for a Representative 10-Acre CT Farm Vineyard
Grape Price Assumption
NPV
IRR
PP
Average NYS Prices
All varieties $2000 per ton
CT Grape Prices

(75,367)

(---)

20+ yrs

199,847

25%

7 yrs

42,955

13%

15 yrs

Table 3. Best and Worst-Case Analysis: Three Alternative Cash Inflow Scenarios
CT Grape Price Assumption
NPV
IRR
PP
Below Average (-25%)

(55,542)

3%

20+ yrs

Average

42,955

13%

15 yrs

Above Average (+25%)

141,452

21%

9 yrs
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Another significant result is the effect of farm size and discount rate on expected
returns, seen in Table 4. Assuming that operating costs per unit produced are constant for
farms of different sizes and that the machinery compliment is fixed but capable of covering
additional acreage, per unit cost of production would be lower with a larger farm size. Thus,
prospective investors would likely reap greater benefits by expanding their operation. It is
assumed that the base case acreage can go from 10 to 15 acres without additional machinery
investments, and that a decrease in acreage from 10 to 5 acres will also require the same
machinery compliment. Table 4 shows this effect with NPVs ranging from ($31,730) for the
5-acre plot to $71,933 for the 15-acre plot, at the 10% discount rate.
The discount rate is another important consideration for prospective investors, since it
greatly affects the expected return on the investment, and this is also seen in Table 4. For the
10-acre representative plot size the range in NPV is $131,192, from $140,420 to $9,228 with
the lower to upper limit discount rate of 4% and 12% respectively. For the 5-acre plot the
NPV is only positive when the discount rate is dropped to 4%, and for the 15-acre plot the
NPV is positive for the entire range in discount rates.

Table 4. The Effect of Discount Rate and Farm Size on Net Present Values
Discount Rate (r)
Vineyard Size
4%
6%
8%
10%
12%
5 acres

3,747

(11,816)

(23,261)

(31,730)

(38,027)

10 acres

140,420

93,185

57,485

30,228

9,228

15 acres*
255,813
177,250
117,636
71,933
36,562
^ Assumes the same machinery compliment for all three sizes;
* New machinery cost is included, 65% of new value assumed for 5 and 10 acres.
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The financial impact of optional practices (i.e., irrigation, deer fencing, and bird
netting), not included in a results table, indicate that for the base case scenario irrigation and
deer fencing both lead to a decrease in IRR from 13% to 11%; bird control measures are
slightly more costly with a reduction in IRR from 13% to 9%.
The performance of individual grape varieties is also analyzed.

The expected

profitability of each of the grape varieties is provided in Table 5. NPVs and IRRs are
calculated for both the CT grape prices as well as for the average New York State prices. The
results illustrate which grape varieties are likely to contribute most to farm profitability.
Thus, the mean NPV at the upper limit is for Chardonnay at $126,033 but at the lower limit is
($47,187) for Vidal Blanc, given CT prices. When the average NYS prices are used the most
profitable variety is Lemberger with an NPV of $13,194, and Vidal Blanc remains the least
profitable with an NPV of ($147,511) in this case.

Table 5. Varietal Analysis: NPVs for 10-Acre Plantings of Individual Varieties
Wine Grape Variety

Average NYS Prices

CT Prices

NPV
(29,523)
13,194
(108,152)

IRR
6%
10%
(---)

White
126,033
20%
(17,436)
Chardonnay
25,225
11%
(25,212)
Pinot Gris
(37,958)
5%
(114,098)
Traminette*
52,202
14%
(105,642)
Seyval
378
9%
(144,341)
Cayuga White
(47,187)
5%
(147,511)
Vidal Blanc
*Premium hybrid price of $1500/ton used in individual analysis.

7%
6%
(---)
(---)
(---)
(---)

Red
Cabernet Franc
Lemberger*
Marechal Foch

NPV
25,225
13,156
3,927

IRR
11%
10%
9%
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Monte Carlo Simulation
The @Risk program is run initially for the base case scenario and then by variety, as
shown in Tables 6 and 7 respectively. In the first of the @Risk simulations, the variability of
historical yields is included while prices are held fixed at the CT level and the resulting
NPVs and IRRs are shown on the left-hand columns of Table 6. The number of iterations
required in the first set of simulations is 1200, which is determined by the @Risk auto
iteration feature. The results, presented in the left-hand columns of Table 6, indicate that the
project yields positive returns (NPVs) in more than 95% of the cases.

Table 6. Simulation Results: The Representative 10-Acre CT Farm Vineyard
CT Prices (Yield only)

Historical NYS Prices

Simulation Statistics

NPV

IRR

NPV

IRR

Mean
Confidence Level
Upper 95%
Lower 95%

41,641

12.9%

(68,050)

1.0%

77,615
4,034

16.0%
9.4%

(32,811)
(102,044)

5.0%
(---)

Price variability, based on historical New York State prices (Appendix B), is then
incorporated in addition to yield variability in the next set of simulations. When prices are
included, the simulation requires 5000 iterations. The results, presented on the right-hand
columns of Table 6, indicate that the projected returns are negative in nearly every case,
which is observed as a consistent trend through the entire analysis. In addition, Figures 3 and
4, taken directly from the @Risk simulation results, illustrate graphically the probability
density function (PDF) of the simulations. Additional figures and details from the @Risk
simulations are included in Appendix C.
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Figure 3. @Risk Simulation Results for NPV: CT Prices

Figure 4. @Risk Simulation Results for NPV: NYS Prices
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Individual simulations are also performed for each of the nine varieties incorporated
in this study. The results are presented in Table 7 for both CT and historical New York State
prices, similar to the base results in Table 5. Simulation incorporating yield variability and
fixed CT prices produce similar results to those in the initial analysis. Chardonnay, the most
profitable grape variety, has a mean NPV of $120,530 and a 95% confidence interval from
$33,799 to $199,935, whereas, Traminette, the lease profitable grape variety in this case, has
a mean NPV of ($40,663) and a 95% confidence interval from ($159,489) to $74,800.
Simulation incorporating yield variability and historical NYS price variability also produces
consistent results with the initial analysis. Lemberger generates the greatest mean NPV of
$10,703 and a 95% confidence interval from ($81,585) to $102,871, and as in the initial
analysis Vidal Blanc generates a net loss in all cases with a mean NPV of ($133,491) and a
95% confidence interval from ($211,997) to ($37,294).

Table 7. Simulation Results: NPVs for 10-Acre Plantings of Individual Varieties
Historical NYS Prices
CT Prices (Yield only)
Wine Grape Variety
95% Confidence
95% Confidence
Mean
Upper
Lower
Mean
Upper
Lower
Red
24,616 118,567 (71,156)
(4,038) 162,971 (135,770)
Cabernet Franc
12,542 96,687 (74,749)
10,703
102,871 (81,585)
Lemberger*
1,721 111,149 (112,114)
(109,427) (11,314) (197,083)
Marechal Foch
White
120,530 199,935 33,799
(14,739) 113,567
Chardonnay
13,852 101,387 (88,120)
(36,589) 52,166
Pinot Gris
(40,663) 74,800 (159,489)
(99,463) 22,259
Traminette*
38,325 143,713 (85,881)
(105,816) (1,969)
Seyval
22,476 137,365 (71,538)
(119,172) (17,820)
Cayuga White
(39,769)
35,991
(108,531)
(133,491)
(37,294)
Vidal Blanc
*Premium hybrid price of $1500/ton used in the yield-only simulation
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(125,093)
(130,551)
(204,701)
(196,710)
(198,129)
(211,997)

Comparing the simulation models with the initial investment analysis shows the
overall profitability projections are consistent. The mean NPV from the simulation model
(Table 6) and the base case investment analysis (Table 1) for CT prices are $41,641 and
$42,955 respectively, and ($68,050) and ($75,367) for NYS prices. The best/worst-case
scenarios, included to capture risk and uncertainty in the initial analysis, also parallel the
maximum and minimum values obtained from the simulation results. The initial best/worstcase risk assessment yielded a greater range between the upper and lower bounds of
$196,994, versus a 95% confidence interval range of $73,581 for the simulation.
The results from the investment analysis for each grape variety indicate that certain
varieties are more profitable than others. This suggests that some varieties are consistently
profitable and others are consistently unprofitable (Chardonnay vs. Seyval Blanc). Also, the
variability in the expected profitability differs by variety, and the difference between the
lower and upper level estimates ranges from $150,000 to $300,000, which is the difference
between the upper and lower 5% limit shown in Table 7. Again, the results obtained from the
initial investment analysis and simulations are consistent. In several instances the results by
variety indicate that investment in wine grapes is roughly a “zero-sum” enterprise, the
chances of making or losing money is roughly 50-50 when CT price levels are used.

Additional Qualitative Findings
Interviews with industry representatives provided some unique insights into the
Connecticut farm vineyard and wine industry. The majority of the discussion revolved
around the typical production inputs, associated costs, yield histories and expectations, which
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provided the quantitative information for the financial analysis. Additional information
gathered through the interview process was qualitative in nature. These observations tended
to fit into three general categories: remarks on grape growing and variety selection; the state
of the current industry; and the future of wine grape production in Connecticut. For each of
the categories, considerable variation in opinion from vineyard representatives is observed.
Yet, such concerns and opinions were not unwarranted and growers made sure to be clear
about the reasons for their opinions and concerns. The various comments are recapped for
each of the three topics of discussion.
When it comes to a discussion of grape growing one of the first points to be raised is
what kind of grapes to grow and how to grow them. Aside from discussion of the various
pros and cons for specific varieties, trellis systems, plant spacing, etc., the discussion tended
to focus on some of the deeper underlying concerns for choosing the best grapes to grow.
The debate is essentially about how to determine what grape varieties are really suitable for
Connecticut.

Though some farmers have been relatively successful growing varieties

popularized in other established wine producing regions, like Chardonnay and Cabernet, it is
suggested that a better choice is to produce varieties that are best suited to the state’s climate.
The development of the industry would benefit from an identification of emblematic wines,
characterized by new varieties and blending options that are uniquely Connecticut. At the
regional level such instances contribute to the further establishment of the character of the
greater New England vineyard and wine industry.
Furthering the argument for alternative varieties, some growers are quick to point out
that there is a major quality difference between popular varieties grown in Connecticut versus
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the region they are typically associated with, such as California. One may go as far as to say
a Connecticut Chardonnay is inferior to the Californian counterpart and if such varieties are
desired for winemaking then by all means import the superior product. On the other hand,
growers of such varieties argue that such remarks are misguided. Indeed a Connecticut
chardonnay is different than its west-coast cousin, but it is the difference that makes it stand
out. In the same vain as the argument for producing alternative varieties, so goes the one for
producing popular ones, with a Connecticut twist. There is no clear right answer to this
debate, though some experts would give reason to believe the contrary. The observation is
that established wineries achieve a balance by producing some combination of popular and
alternative varieties.
From a marketing standpoint, offering a diverse wine selection makes good sense.
For many state wineries the majority of their income comes through their tasting rooms.
Wineries usually employ some variation of a familiar strategy, which is to give the customer
something to compare with what they already know followed by something less familiar.
Similarly, a typical scenario is to present products across a spectrum where tastings proceed
incrementally from the familiar to the unknown. In this way tasting rooms are educational,
providing patrons some new knowledge about wine. Though the subject of this study is wine
grapes, and not wineries, it is difficult to make a clear separation between the two activities
since the majority of grape growers in Connecticut also produce wine. Furthermore, the
particular focus of this study is the profitability associated with growing wine grapes; the
connection between grape and wine production is also observed through the issue of which
varieties are best suited for the industry, which is largely determined by the entities that
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demand them, wine producers.
The current state of the Connecticut wine industry is another topic that was discussed
during the interviews. Again, since the growing of grapes and making wine in Connecticut
go hand-in-hand, it is difficult to treat grape and wine production separately. An observation
that was reiterated by several industry representatives is that state wineries tend to range from
one extreme to another in terms of the nature of their operation. On one end there are the
vineyards that are particularly passionate about local viticulture, growing CT grapes, and this
is reflected in the grapes and wines they produce. On the other side there are vineyards that
treat the operation as a unique type of business, one that may employ several strategies to
enhance financial success.
Visiting a farm vineyard and winery tending more towards the former end of the
spectrum, one is likely to find a well cared for vineyard composed of several varieties of
grapes selected for the particular agronomic attributes of the farm. The tasting room is likely
to sell other state or regionally produced products, such as cheeses, sauces, and textile goods.
On the other hand, one might attend a wedding at a vineyard leaning towards the latter end of
the spectrum, and the wines they produce are likely to include a larger portion of imported
grape juice. In some cases the state of the vineyard may be less than ideal, with multiple vine
gaps in the rows and limited varieties, which are not particularly suited to the local growing
conditions.
Of course there are always limits to such categorizations, and state vineyards do not
fall directly into either category. As indicated above, the production of wine grapes is highly
variable, so in order to deal with such variability vineyards and wineries implement different
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strategies. Some focus mostly on their product in an attempt to beat the odds; others look to
unique opportunities that are consistent with the industry; some host farmers markets, or have
a restaurant on the premise, and hosting events and weddings works for some, and sometimes
wine grape production is simply one of several enterprises that contribute to the overall
profitability of the whole farm.
Claiming that one strategy is better than another is generally a matter of opinion when
it comes down to the profitability of the business. Faced with the bottom line, managers
must come up with creative alternatives to boost cash flows. Quality wine requires quality
fruit and therefore best practices for producing such fruit is critical. The reputation of
Connecticut wine is essential for the future success of the industry; and, moving forward the
industry requires that all growers work to produce the best quality grapes possible.
Altogether the message from the interviews is clear; the future of the Connecticut
wine industry depends on what is being done now. Smart choices by growers and the
continual work to produce better wines with grapes that are well suited to the climate is likely
to lead to the best result for everyone involved. Although it was particularly difficult to
explicitly measure the market for state grapes, the response from most growers who produce
wine is that they would be interested in purchasing state grapes so long as the quality and
price are reasonable. These conditions may seem pretty straight forward, though they require
serious consideration by prospective growers.

The market demand for wine grapes is

unclear, meaning it is all the more important for newly established grape growers to employ
different strategies for securing buyers.
One suggestion is the cooperative model, where a group of wineries work together to
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support the establishment of a vineyard, agreeing to purchase the fruit at an economically
sustainable price. Similarly, a prospective grower may reach out to wineries to establish
relationships before entering into the industry. Since the initiation of this research project,
several farm vineyard and winery establishments have been started, and are awaiting their
initial crop. The expansion of the industry and new wineries are likely to increase the
demand for state produced grapes. Farmers with large tracts of suitable land for grape
production may also reap the benefit of increased returns to size, as indicted in the results.
However, a large enterprise without a committed group of buyers could be financially
problematic. Yet, if the proper strategies are implemented the prospective investment could
be successful for all parties involved.
Over the past several years there has been a growing interest in Connecticut wine,
which parallels the general market trend for locally produced goods, agricultural and
otherwise (Carpio and Isengildina-Massa, 2009 & 2010). Programs like the Connecticut
Wine Trail and “passport program” couple nicely with the addition of wine festivals
throughout the summer, the culmination of which is the Connecticut wine fest. If there is one
sentiment that was shared by all industry representatives it was that state and regional wine
production is a growing industry and is likely to have a bright future. This is not to suggest
that every winery or vineyard established will be successful, but that the industry as a whole
is moving forward. The components that will contribute to the success of individual firms
are the same that hold for all sorts of companies; a consistent high quality product, good
management that with creative solutions and foresight can keep costs down; stable yields
through the selection of suitable grape varieties; and, of course, continued support from local
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consumers. Similar points are made throughout the associated literature for wine grape
production, as illustrated in Chapter II, and to some extent most of the qualitative results are
intuitive and based on common sense. As a final note, most farmers indicated that a genuine
passion for the enterprise is essential to the success of the farm. Those who are deeply
committed to the work, who go beyond the bottom line, are the ones who are more likely to
brave the tougher times and come out all the wiser on the other end.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This final chapter serves to recap the major points and findings from the study. The
results of the analysis are summarized in the initial section. Next a reevaluation of the initial
research questions in lieu of the results is given in the conclusion section to follow, which
serves to contextualize the findings and then provide some insights. Lastly, a discussion of
the limits of the study and suggestions for further lines and modes of inquiry are offered as a
final note.

Summary of Results
In contrast to the body of the report, the summary proceeds in reverse. First, the
qualitative information is reviewed, followed by the numerical results, with a few final notes
on the budget assumptions. The contrast of the order is included as a device for perspective.
Such a shift towards a more comprehensive viewpoint parallels that of the move into the
conclusions section where lessons from the study are discussed in further detail.

The

extension of the particular results from the study into implications for the whole Connecticut
agriculture specialty crop sector is another important result.
Prospective vineyard investors, who for the sake of due diligence, initially consult
with local growers and industry representatives, are likely to come away from such
encounters with mixed feelings. In these meetings, some of the kinds of grapes that are
suggested for growing may be ones they have never heard of, and they will probably be
given a few anecdotal stories about vineyards that have done pretty well and the strategies
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they use. In other words, they will find out that although it is investment in the vineyard they
are interested in, it may be a good idea to consider a small winery as well, and also be given
some pointers on how to market the operation in such a way that it fits into the established
industry. Perhaps, the prospective grower already operates a multi-enterprise farm and is
looking to expand their operation. In this case the conversation may run a different tune,
growers may offer their support, suggesting a genuine interest in such a product, but when it
comes down to the numbers (how much grape production, at what cost, an agreement to
purchase a portion of the crop) they will most likely leave with an unclear idea of what to
expect. In either case, the prospective grower will hear about the industry as it stands and of
the potential for the future, how much it has grown over recent years, and how it will
hopefully continue to grow into the future. They will be assured that given a real passion for
grapes they can find a way to make it work, if at times only by the skin of their teeth.
The financial results indicate that growing wine grapes, as a sole enterprise, is limited
in its potential profitability. Given the modest 10-acre representative farm plot and the CT
prices of $2000 and $1000 respectively for V. vinifera and hybrids, wine grapes are expected
to return $42,955 in NPV assuming a 9% discount rate. When prices from New York’s
Finger Lakes region are used instead of CT prices the results indicate systematic losses
(negative NPVs).

Sensitivity and Monte Carlo analysis did not provide much more

encouragement for the prospective investor, both of which illustrate the considerable range of
expected outcomes, the former stemming from the budget assumptions, the later from yield
and price variability. Including irrigation and pest control technologies leads to a drop in
NPVs. The discount factor used for the NPV calculation also significantly affected the
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results, with a range of more than $100,000 from lower to upper limits. On the brighter side,
returns to increased farm sizes can be expected.
Uncertainty in the expected market demand for wine grapes is another major concern
for prospective investors, since without such information it is assumed that financial risk is
increased with farm size. A joint vineyard and farm winery may be an appealing solution to
such uncertainty in the demand for wine grapes. Yet the question of market demand for the
final product remains an important consideration.
The underlying budget assumptions for the 10-acre representative Connecticut farm
vineyard are consistent with the established literature, as well as the information collected via
interviews with state growers. A key assumption imbedded in this study is that suitable sites
are available for planting grapes in Connecticut. Yield and cost estimates are dependent on
best management practices, which include the choice of a suitable site. If planted on an
unsuitable plot of land, grape vines are likely to under-produce, leading to financial losses. It
is therefore recommended that the plot is tested, and the land should be evaluated given the
agronomic conditions outlined in Chapter III. Test plots may be planted to facilitate the
selection of the appropriate grape varieties.

Conclusions
Recent trends in the agricultural industry are seemingly polarized. On the one hand,
local food initiatives, farmers markets, CSA’s (community supported agriculture),
agricultural fairs and events, are sources of inspiration and encouragement; on the other,
many state farms are struggling to be profitable particularly under recent economic
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conditions, and organizations dedicated to the preservation of state farmland continue to
witness its loss at an increasing rate.

These observations and concerns provide the

justification for this study as policy makers seek alternative methods to support the
agricultural industry. Public Act 09-229, among other government initiatives, implemented
to help struggling farmers and organizations dedicated to local food, farmland preservation,
and marketing enhancement, has been one tactic to address these issues. Such tactics are an
important part of the overall strategy to foster and enhance the successfulness of the state’s
agricultural industry. Researchers and extension educators are another piece of the overall
strategy. To that end, the general objective of this study was to examine how specialty crop
production can contribute to the profitability and sustainability of farming in Connecticut.
After the lengthy in-depth evaluation of wine grape production, as a case study, it is
important to consider the larger implications of the research. Wine grapes provide a lens
through which specialty crop production may be evaluated. The methodological framework
used to evaluate grapes may be readily implemented to evaluate the potential profitability for
other specialty and more conventional crops, some of which will be key components to the
continued success of the industry. Information generated is also useful to different types of
landholders interested in exploring alternative farming activities.
The addition of an enterprise to a preexisting farm and the establishment of a
dedicated farm vineyard are two alternative farming scenarios.

In the either case, the

representative farm model and vineyard budgets are useful tools for planning. Whereas in
the latter scenario these materials represent the full farm budget, in the former, the farm
manager must decide how to incorporate the additional enterprise into the existing farm
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structure. The decision to treat the additional enterprise separately or fully incorporate it into
the preexisting whole-farm budgeting structure will depend on the unique characteristics of
the farm.

Such characteristics are also key considerations when deciding which farm

technologies to implement. The same logic holds for deciding among alternative crops, and
the experience of farm management is arguably the most important resource to draw upon
when making such decisions. Furthermore, the success of the farm is largely subject to risk
and uncertainty, the mitigation of which falls into the hands of management.
Mitigation of uncertainty and risk through analysis is common practice for businesses
of all sorts. In recent years, where risky speculation has left the economy in sore shape, the
understanding of risk and the techniques by which it is evaluated have continued to grow and
develop. Improvements in computing technology have made it possible for analysts to
incorporate sources of risk and variability into more sophisticated simulation models. In
other words, large complex simulations have moved from the realm of theory to practice
through increases in computing power.

Agriculture is particularly subject to risk, the

quantification of which is particularly difficult because of the many factors involved.
Therefore, a sort of synergy is observed between the development of such tools and the
ability of agricultural risk analysts to forecast and evaluate the associated risk. As discussed
in Chapter III, simulation is used as a tool to gain further insight into the expected project
outcomes, specifically the associated variability stemming from prices and yields. Key
figures obtained through basic investment analysis are consistent with simulation results,
providing further grounding for prospective investors.
Finally, the individual objectives of the study, which stem from the general objectives,
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are reconsidered. The budget generator platform suitable to analyze the expected profitability
of multiyear specialty crops, particularly wine grapes, for a representative Connecticut farm
is available for such analyses, which must be adjusted according to the enterprise being
evaluated. The expected cost structure and profitability of grape production for wine making
in Connecticut for the representative farm, under alternative technological assumptions is
also presented in the report. Furthermore, the representative farm model, congruent with the
budget generator, may be adjusted to include additional technological assumptions. The third
and final objective, to examine the potential market for locally produced grapes as an input to
Connecticut wine producers, is not fully resolved, and though winery representatives
indicated an interest in purchasing state wine grapes, they were not explicit with respect to
quantity demanded. Accordingly, these results are discussed further in the limitations section
below.

Study Limitations
The analysis of the expected profitability of Connecticut wine grapes is subject to the
various constraints provided in the budget assumptions. These constraints are based upon the
information and data collected through interviews with state growers and industry
representatives. Because of the nature of the industry it is particularly difficult to define one
“standard” farm model. The features that are included in the representative farm model are
observed to be the most consistent with best practices, yet these practices do vary
considerably across firms. Further exploration into the effects of farm model assumptions on
prospective investment outcomes is left to prospective growers. Such variation includes but
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is not limited to plant spacing, trellising, and variety selection, and the models are designed
to facilitate the incorporation of such alternatives. Yield data also varied significantly across
farms as indicated by the statistical distribution and simulation results.
Price information was limited to farms that either purchased or sold grapes to state
wineries and these prices were validated with several other producers and stakeholders. The
impact on grape prices from the future development of the industry is unclear but an
aggressive promotional campaign of local wines along with a good quality product could
have a positive impact on such prices. New York State prices were used to approximate the
development of the market for grapes, but because of the much larger size of the industry the
numbers are unlikely to reflect the market conditions for Connecticut.

Again, it is

recommended that interested parties consult with established growers to gain additional
information regarding these issues.
The marketing and demand for Connecticut produced grapes is another source of
limitation to the study. State wineries were contacted repeatedly to participate in the study
but many did not reply. Wineries that did participate in the interviews indicated an interest in
purchasing grapes from vineyards in the state but were not particularly certain as to the
quantity demanded. Without these estimates it is not possible to quantify the demand and
estimate the amount of acreage needed to satisfy it. At the same time, prospective growers
may consider the possible mechanism of making agreements with wineries to purchase a
given amount of grapes at a set price. Furthermore, the expansion of grape growing through
the cooperative action of wineries is another option for increasing grape production, at the
same time it is one that can serve to reduce risk by spreading it across participating firms.
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Such strategies are not explicitly analyzed in this study, but are suggested as promising
avenues for further research and inquiry.
The bottom line is that agriculture is a necessity. The how, where and what are all
subject to some uncertainty but the why is clear, we can’t live without it! As for the how,
where and what, some reasonable assumptions can be made. Observing features that are
consistent throughout history is a start, and some of these are pretty obvious: fresh water,
good soil, adequate space, and sunlight are all needed to grow crops; the farm also needs to
be profitable in order to stay in business. Interestingly enough, a favorite saying of one state
farm is: “Be good to the land and the land will be good to you”. Ultimately, a practical
understanding of the nature and scope of agricultural production may be boiled down to this
simple aphorism.
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APPENDIX
APPENDIX A. THE 10-ACRE REPRESENTATIVE CONNECTICUT FARM VINEYARD MODEL AND BUDGETS
A.1 ESTABLISHMENT AND FIXED EXPENSES
(Source: G.B. White, 2008; Wolf, 2004)
A.1.1 Estimated Machinery and Equipment Costs for a Representative CT Farm Vineyard
Purchase
Price
30,000
2,700
1,600
25,000
2,000
3,000

Machinery and Equipment
Tractor, 55-HP
Sprayer, 50 Gallon
Mower, 5-foot Rotary
Truck, 3/4-ton, 4WD Pickup
Flatbed Trailer, 8-foot
Misc. Facilities & Harvest Equipt. (Storage, tools, bins,
etc.)

TOTAL INITITIAL MACHINERY EXPENSES
ANNUAL MACHINERY MAINTENANCE EXPENSES
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Useful
Life
20
20
20
10
20
20

Salvage
Value
3,000.00
270.00
160.00
2,500.00
200.00
300.00

Total Cost/
Acre
3,000.00
270.00
160.00
2,500.00
200.00
300.00

$6,430

$6,430
$643

A.1.2 Estimated Materials Costs Per Acre for a Vertical Shoot Position Trellis

Trellis Materials
End Posts, 5'' x 8'
Anchor Posts, 5'' x 8'
Line Posts, 3" x 8'
HT foliage & Cordon Wire, 12.5 gauge
Catch wire clips (2 per line post)
Crimping sleeves
Staples

Quantity
22
22
269
26,889
538
50
3

TOTAL TRELLIS MATERIAL COST

Unit
ea
ea
ea
ft
ea
ea
lbs

Cost per
Unit
12.99
12.99
6.25
0.02
0.11
0.14
1.60

Total
Cost
285.78
285.78
1,681.25
618.45
59.18
7.00
4.80
$2,942
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A.1.3 Estimated Construction Costs Per Acre for a Vertical Shoot Position Trellis
Equipment
Costs

Operation
Materials Cost
Mark rows and post locations
Distribute posts
Drive line posts (2 workers @ 3min/post)
Auger and set end posts (2 workers @ 5 min/post)
Build Trellis
Post Driver Custom Rental

$34
$109
$36

Labor^
Hours
Costs
4
4
22
9
15

48.00
48.00
264.00
108.00
180.00

$41

TOTAL TRELLIS CONSTRUCTION COST
ANNUAL MAINTENANCE COST
^Unskilled Labor Wage Assumed

Total
Cost
2,942.24
48.00
82.00
373.00
144.00
180.00
40.50
$3,810
$95

A.1.4 Estimated Tile Drainage Construction Costs Per Acre

Drainage Materials
Main Line: 6" pipe
Laterals: 4" pipe
Installation (labor)

Quantity
99
2,420
2,519

TOTAL DRAINAGE CONSTRUCTION COST

Unit
ft
ft
ft

Cost per
Unit
0.87
0.32
0.60

Total
Cost
86.13
774.40
1,511.40
$2,372
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A.1.5 Estimated Drip Irrigation Construction Costs: 10-Acre Basis

Irrigation Materials
3HP Submersible Electric Pump
Electric Line up to 500' for service
Filter & Check Valve
1200 ft 2" poly pipe ($0.60/ft)
1000 ft 1.5" poly pipe ($0.37/ft)
Fittings, valves, & clamps
55,000 ft pres. comp. tube
Fittings and pressure regulator
Trencher
Install (labor)

Quantity
1
500
1
1,200
1,000
1
55,000
1
1
40

TOTAL IRRIGATION CONSTRUCTION COSTS
TOTAL IRRIGATION CONSTRUCTION
COST/ACRE

Unit
ea
ft
ea
ft
ft
ea
ft
ea
ea
hrs

Cost per
Unit
1,300.00
0.60
100.00
0.60
0.37
310.00
0.14
150.00
200.00
12.00

Total
Cost
1,300.00
300.00
100.00
720.00
370.00
310.00
7,650.00
150.00
200.00
480.00
$11,580
$1,158
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A.1.6 Estimated Irrigation Operating Costs Per Acre

Item
Electricity
Water (muni-metered)
Repairs
Labor

Total
Cost
25.00
57.90
72.00

TOTAL ANNUAL IRRIGATION COST

$155

A.1.7 Estimated Deer Damage Control Costs: 10-Acre Basis

Item
Fence (Materials & Install)
Repairs (1.5% intial)

Quantity
2900
44

TOTAL INITIAL DEER CONTROL COST/ACRE
TOTAL ANNUAL DEER CONTROL COST/ACRE

Unit
ft
ft

Cost per
Unit
8.00
8.00

Total
Cost
23,200.00
348.00
$2,320
$35
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A.1.8 Estimated Bird Damage Control Costs: 10-Acre Basis

Item
Netting applicator
Netting materials
Netting application

Quantity
1
10
240

Unit
ea
acres
hrs

TOTAL INITIAL BIRD CONTROL COST/ACRE
TOTAL ANNUAL BIRD CONTROL COST/ACRE
RESIDUAL VALUE/ACRE
USEFUL LIFE

Cost per
Unit
5,450.00
1,882.00
10.00

Total
Cost
5,450.00
18,820.00
2,400.00
$2,427
$240
$243
10 Years

A.1.9 Estimated Annual Fixed Expense per Acre
Item
Taxes - Property
Insurance - Farm

T[B+V/2]
I[(B+V)/2]

TOTAL ANNUAL FIXED EXPENSE

T=0.006
I=0.01

Cost/ Acre
88.00
43.00
$131
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A.1.10 Annual Operating Expenses per Acre for a Representative Connecticut Farm Vineyard
(Source: G.B. White, 2008; Wolf, 2004)
A.1.10.1 Year 0-1: Site Preparation

Type of Operation
Lime (2 tons/acre)
Herbicide Application
Stone Removal and Land Maint.
Soil Sampling
Fall Fertilization
Plowing
Discing

Labor
Used
Unskilled
Unskilled
Unskilled
Skilled
Skilled
Unskilled
Unskilled

Labor
Hours

Equipment
Hours

Labor
Cost

1
0.2
0.6

0.8

12.00
3.40
10.20

0.5

TOTAL SITE PREPARATION

Equipment
Cost
10.50
10.13
6.56
19.30
27.00

Materials
Cost
64.00
11.34
6.00
45.00

Total
Cost
64.00
21.84
22.13
9.40
61.76
19.30
27.00
$225
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A.1.10.2 Year 1: Planting Year

Type of Operation
Site preparation
Floating/dragging
Planting
Fertilization
Hilling up
Herbicide
Cultivation (2x)
Spray 1
" 2
" 3
Seed Cover Crop

Labor
Used
Skilled
Unskilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled

Labor
Hours
0.25
6
0.6
1.5
1
1.2
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.6

Equipment
Hours
0.2

Labor
Cost
4.25
72.00
10.20
25.50
17.00
20.40
6.80
6.80
6.80
10.20

0.5
1.2
0
1
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.5

TOTAL OUTFLOW FIRST YEAR

Equipment
Cost
2.37
260.00
6.56
16.04
13.37
5.05
5.05
5.05
6.56

Materials
Cost

1,452.60
24.00
5.84
10.49
10.49
10.49
11.25

Total
Cost
225.43
6.62
1,784.60
40.76
41.54
22.84
33.77
22.34
22.34
22.34
28.01
$2,251
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A.1.10.3 Year 2: No Harvest

Type of Operation
Pruning & brush removal
Tying & renewal
Replanting
Spring fertilization
Suckering
Cluster removal
Take Away
Herbicide
Hilling up
Spray 1
" 2
" 3
" 4
Mowing (4x)
Rogueing

Labor
Used
Skilled
Unskilled
Unskilled
Skilled
Unskilled
Unskilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled
Unskilled

Labor
Hours
3
2
0.4
0.6
2.5
2.5
3
0.3
1.7
0.4
0.4
0.6
0.6
2.6
1

Equipment
Hours

0.5

2.5
1.5
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.5
2

TOTAL OUTFLOW SECOND YEAR

Labor
Cost
51.00
24.00
4.80
10.20
30.00
30.00
51.00
5.10
28.90
6.80
6.80
10.20
10.20
44.20
12.00

Equipment
Cost

Materials
Cost

6.56

4.00
20.00
24.00

33.42
42.00
20.05
5.05
5.05
8.41
8.41
28.07

10.49
10.49
10.49
10.49

Total
Cost
51.00
28.00
24.80
40.76
30.00
30.00
84.42
47.10
48.95
22.34
22.34
29.10
29.10
72.27
12.00
$572
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A.1.10.4 Year 3: First Harvest

Type of Operation
Pruning & brush removal
Brush chopping (1x)
Tying and renewal
Replanting
Spring fertilization
Suckering
Cluster removal
Take Away
Herbicide
Spray 1
" 2
" 3
" 4
" 5
" 6
" 7
" 8
Mowing (4x)
Hilling up

Labor
Used
Unskilled
Skilled
Unskilled
Skilled
Skilled
Unskilled
Unskilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled

Labor
Hours
30
1.2
20
2
0.6
7
8
3
0.3
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
2.6
1.7

Equipment
Hours
1

0.5

2.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
2
1.5

TOTAL OUTFLOW THIRD YEAR

Labor
Cost
360.00
20.40
240.00
34.00
10.20
84.00
96.00
51.00
5.10
10.20
10.20
10.20
10.20
10.20
10.20
10.20
10.20
44.20
28.90

Equipment
Cost

Materials
Cost
2.00

14.04

6.56

4.00
25.00
24.00

33.42
8.41
8.41
8.41
8.41
8.41
8.41
8.41
8.41
28.07
20.05

42.00
10.49
10.49
10.49
10.49
14.22
14.22
14.22
14.22

Total
Cost
362.00
34.44
244.00
59.00
40.76
84.00
96.00
84.42
47.10
29.10
29.10
29.10
29.10
32.83
32.83
32.83
32.83
72.27
48.95
$1,421
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A.1.10.5 Year 4-20: Full Production

Type of Operation
Pruning & brush removal
Brush chopping (1x)
Tying and renewal
Replanting
Spring fertilization
Suckering
Cluster removal & shoot
thinning
Take Away
Herbicide
Spray 1
" 2
" 3
" 4
" 5
" 6
" 7
" 8
" 9
" 10
" 11
" 12
Mowing (4x)
Lime (every 5 years)

Labor
Used
Unskilled
Skilled

Labor
Hours
30
1.2

Unskilled
Skilled
Skilled
Unskilled

20
2
0.6
7

Unskilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled

10
3
0.4
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
2.6
0.1

Equipment
Hours
1

0.5

2.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
2
0.1
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Labor
Cost
360.00
20.40
240.00
34.00
10.20
84.00
120.00
51.00
6.80
10.20
10.20
10.20
10.20
10.20
10.20
10.20
10.20
10.20
10.20
10.20
10.20
44.20
1.70

Equipment
Cost

Materials
Cost
2.00

Total
Cost
362.00
34.44

4.00
28.00
24.00

244.00
62.00
40.76
84.00

14.04

6.56

33.42
8.41
8.41
8.41
8.41
8.41
8.41
8.41
8.41
8.41
8.41
8.41
8.41
28.07
2.37

42.00
10.49
10.49
17.19
17.19
21.70
21.70
28.82
25.67
12.70
12.70
49.22
49.57
6.40

120.00
84.42
48.80
29.10
29.10
35.80
35.80
40.31
40.31
47.43
44.28
31.31
31.31
67.83
68.18
72.27
10.47

Shoot positioning/move catch
wires
Leaf removal
Summer pruning
Petiole sampling
Soil sampling (every 5 yrs)
Hilling up
Fall fertilization

Unskilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled
Skilled

6
1.25
1.3
0.1
0.1
1.7
0.3

1
1

1.5
0.3

TOTAL ANNUAL OUTFLOW YEAR 4+

72.00
21.25
22.10
1.70
1.70
28.90
5.10

15.56
12.77
1.84
0.30
20.05
3.94

15.00

72.00
36.81
34.87
3.54
2.00
48.95
24.04
$1,886
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A.1.11 Per Acre Expense Summary
Item
Operating Expenses
Site Preparation
Vines and Planting
Replanting and Rogueing
Dormant pruning & br. removal
Herbicide application
Fertilization
Canopy management
Disease and insect control
Take away and hilling up
Mowing
Establishment Expenses
Machinery
Trellis
Drainage
Irrigation
Deer Fence
Bird Control (10 yr life)
Annual Fixed Expenses
Taxes - Property
Insurance - Farm
TOTAL OUTFLOW

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4+

225.43
1,784.60
36.80
51.00
47.10
40.76
60.00
102.88
133.37
72.27

59.00
362.00
47.10
40.76
424.00
247.72
133.37
72.27

74.47
396.44
48.80
64.80
593.28
500.76
133.37
72.27

643.00
3,809.74

643.00
95.24

643.00
95.24

2,371.93
1,158.00

154.90

154.90
2,320.00
2,427.00

154.90
34.80
240.00

88.00
43.00

88.00
43.00

88.00
43.00

88.00
43.00

$10,023

$5,283

$7,157

$3,183

22.84
40.76
67.02
41.54

4,179.50
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A.1.12 TOTAL INVESTMENT FOR A REPRESENTATIVE CONNECTICUT FARM
VINEYARD (10-ACRES)

ITEM
Operating Expenses
Site Preparation
Vines and planting
Replanting and Rogueing
Dormant pruning & br. removal
Herbicide application
Fertilization
Canopy management
Disease and insect control
Take away and hilling up
Mowing
Establishment Expenses
Machinery
Trellis
Drainage
Optional Practices
Irrigation
Deer Fence
Bird Control
Annual Fixed Expenses
Taxes - Property
Insurance - Farm
$ TOTAL

YEAR 1
OUTFLOW

YEAR 2
OUTFLOW

YEAR 3
OUTFLOW

YEAR 4+
OUTFLOW

225
1,785
37
51
47
41
60
103
133
72

59
362
47
41
424
248
133
72

74
396
49
65
593
501
133
72

643
3,810

643
95

643
95

1,158

155

155
2,320
2,427

155
35
240

88
43
10,023

88
43
5,283

88
43
7,157

88
43
3,183

23
41
67
42

4,180
2,372
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A.1.13 ANNUAL FARM BUDGET: WITH AND WITHOUT VINEYARD
EFFECTS OF
VINEYARD
ESTABLISHMENT

GROSS
INFLOW

WITH VINEYARD
W/O VINEYARD
DIFFERENCE

OUTFLOW
/ ACRE

NET
FLOW

3,883.0

3,183.1

699.9

350.0

131.0

219.0

3,533.0

3,052.1

480.9

FARM PRODUCTION DYNAMICS
WITHOUT VINEYARD

Lemberger
Marechal Foch
Chardonnay
Pinot Gris
Traminette
Seyval
Cayuga White
Vidal Blanc
TOTAL / ACRE

131

INFLOW/
ACRE

NET
CASH
FLOW

RENTAL RATE

Cabernet Franc

TOTAL
OUTFLOW/
ACRE
TAXES AND INSURANCE

GRAPE VARIETY

350

WITH VINEYARD
TOTAL
OUTFLOW/
ACRE

YIELD/
ACRE

PRICE/
TON

NET
CASH
FLOW

ACRES
PLANTED

3183

2.65

1709

1,346

1.12

3183
3183

3.42
5.00

1500
684

1,947
238

1.11
1.11

3183

3.36

1399

1,516

1.11

3183

2.65

1732

1,406

1.11

3183

2.94

1135

154

1.11

3183

5.68

609

273

1.11

3183

4.95

588

-272

1.11

3183

4.28

670

-316
3883

1.11

219
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A.1.14 CT FARM VINEYARD COST ASSUMPTIONS
Instructions: Select the appropriate budget items; input a
capital Y for inclusion, a capital N for omission, or the
estimated value.
CHOICE
ITEM
(Y/N)
MACHINERY: COST AT 65% NEW
Y
OPTIONAL PRACTICES
IRRIGATION
DEER FENCE
BIRD CONTROL

N
N
N

GRAPE PRICES
NYS PROXY
VINIFERA SET PRICE
HYBRID SET PRICE

N
2000
1000

LABOR WAGES
SKILLED
UNSKILLED

17
12

100

A.1.15 CT FARM VINEYARD CASH FLOW AND CAPITAL INVESTMENT ANALYSIS

W/O
VIN
Year

Total
Net
Cash
Flow

CASHFLOW WITH VINEYARD
Annual
Outflow/
Acre

Subs/
Acre

Total
outflow

Total
inflow*

INVESTMENT ANALYSIS
Cash
Flow

Incr.
Cash
Flow

Cum.
Cash
Flow

Disc.
(r)

9.0%

1

2,190

10,023

0

100,226

0

-100,226

-102,416

-102,416

IRR

-10%

2

2,190

5,283

0

52,828

0

-52,828

-55,018

-148,724

NPV

-159,254

3

2,190

7,157

0

71,574

25,240

-46,334

-48,524

-186,193

PP

+20

4

2,190

3,183

0

31,831

38,830

6,999

4,809

-182,786

5

2,190

3,183

0

31,831

38,830

6,999

4,809

-179,661

6

2,190

3,183

0

31,831

38,830

6,999

4,809

-176,793

7

2,190

3,183

0

31,831

38,830

6,999

4,809

-174,163

8

2,190

3,183

0

31,831

38,830

6,999

4,809

-171,749

9

2,190

3,183

0

31,831

38,830

6,999

4,809

-169,535

10

2,190

3,183

0

31,831

41,330

9,499

7,309

-166,447

11

2,190

5,683

0

56,831

38,830

-18,001

-20,191

-174,272

12

2,190

3,183

0

31,831

41,257

9,426

7,236

-171,699

13

2,190

5,370

0

53,701

39,073

-14,628

-16,818

-177,185

14

2,190

3,183

0

31,831

38,830

6,999

4,809

-175,746
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15

2,190

3,183

0

31,831

38,830

6,999

4,809

-174,426

16

2,190

3,183

0

31,831

38,830

6,999

4,809

-173,214

17

2,190

3,183

0

31,831

38,830

6,999

4,809

-172,103

18

2,190

3,183

0

31,831

38,830

6,999

4,809

-171,084

19

2,190

3,183

0

31,831

38,830

6,999

4,809

-170,148

20

2,190

3,183

0

31,831

47,687

15,856

13,666

-167,710

Resid.
Value
Total

8,857
43,800

81,263

812,631

708,240

8,857.0
-113,247
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-148,190

APPENDIX B. YIELD ESTIMATES BY VARIETY AND NYS PRICE DATA
B.1 NYS HISTORICAL PRICE 1998-2010 BY GRAPE VARIETY

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

2000

1999

YEAR
VARIETY

1998

GRAPE PRICE PER TON

Cabernet Franc

1600

1600 1300 1000 1000 1000 1200 1300 2800 1850 1750 1550 1550

Lemberger

1175

1150 1200 1175 1310 1317 1363 1471 1407 1431 1400 1269 1361

Marechal Foch

600

650

500

500

500

400

525

575

Chardonnay

1450

1450 1000

900

800

800

800

1100 1500 1600 1600 1500 1450

Pinot Gris

1500

1475 1300 1300 1400 1200 1400 1450 1700 1725 1725 1700 1850

Traminette

1250

1250

750

800

800

800

800

900

1135 1150 1100 1100 1000

Seyval

475

570

400

350

400

400

400

500

700

700

700

700

700

Cayuga White

510

520

400

400

375

260

400

400

700

700

700

700

700

Vidal Blanc

750

540

400

400

400

400

400

400

800

800

800

900

700
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700

725

725

700

700

B.2 NYS HISTORICAL PRICE IN 2010 DOLLARS AND EXPECTED YIELD BY GRAPE VARIETY

YIELD
AVG
MATURE

STDEV
1.00

616

474

606 642

Chardonnay

1,940 1,898 1,266 1,108 970

948

923 1,228 1,622 1,683 1,620 1,525 1,450 1,399

352

3.36

0.44

Pinot Gris

2,007 1,931 1,646 1,601 1,697 1,422 1,615 1,619 1,839 1,814 1,747 1,728 1,850 1,732

157

2.65

0.50

Traminette

1,672 1,636 950

757

762

734

711

700

684

431

485

474

461 558

757

736

709

711

700

609

125

5.68

1.19

Cayuga White

682

681

507

493

455

308

461 447

757

736

709

711

700

588

147

4.95

1.25

1,003 707

507

493

485

474

461 447

865

841

810

915

700

670

201

4.28

0.86

1.000

Vidal Blanc
CPI INDEX

Sources:

1.117

507

1.153

746

1.309

635

1.338

Seyval

1.016

0.85

1.013

2.94

1.052

251

1.082

923 1,005 1,228 1,209 1,114 1,118 1,000 1,135

1.185

948

1.212

970

1.231

985

1.266

633

2010

5.00

851

2009

101

606

Marechal Foch

803

2008

0.50

2007

3.42

2006

98

2005

1,572 1,505 1,520 1,447 1,588 1,561 1,572 1,642 1,522 1,505 1,418 1,290 1,361 1,500

2004

Lemberger

2003

0.41

2002

2.65

2001

509

2000

2,140 2,094 1,646 1,231 1,212 1,185 1,384 1,451 3,029 1,946 1,772 1,575 1,550 1,709

1999

Cabernet Franc

YEAR
VARIETY

1998

STDEV

AVG PRICE

GRAPE PRICE PER TON (2010 DOLLARS)

PRICE: http://flg.cce.cornell.edu/GrapeHarvestPrices.html;
CPI: ftp://ftp.bls.gov/pub/special.requests/cpi/cpiai.txt
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APPENDIX C. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION RESULTS: @RISK REPORTS
C.1.1 @ RISK Output Report for NPV: CT Prices
Simulation Summary Information
Workbook Name

WGBudGen - @Risk.xlsx

Number of Simulations

1

Number of Iterations

1200

Number of Inputs

18

Number of Outputs

13

SamplingType

Latin Hypercube

Simulation Start Time
Simulation Duration

1:14:54 PM
00:00:10

Random # Generator

Mersenne Twister

Random Seed

1062175669

Summary Statisticsfor NPV
Statistics
Minimum

-27,989

Percentile
5% 4,034

Maximum

110,883

10% 13,200

Mean

41,641

15% 19,499

Std Dev

21,952

20% 23,931

Variance

481908985.5

25% 27,945

Skewness

-0.073909237

30% 31,026

Kurtosis

3.062143474

35% 33,886

Median

42,187

40% 36,688

Mode

44,458

45% 38,940

Left X

4,034

50% 42,187

Left P

5%

55% 44,329

Right X

77,615

60% 47,272

Right P

95%

65% 50,281

Diff X

73,582

70% 52,882

Diff P

90%

75% 55,828

#Errors

0

80% 60,041

Filter Min

Off

85% 64,900

Filter Max

Off

90% 68,923

#Filtered

0

95% 77,615

C.1.2 @ RISK Output Report for NPV: NYS Prices
Simulation Summary Information
Workbook Name

WGBudGen - @Risk.xlsx

Number of Simulations

1

Number of Iterations

5000

Number of Inputs

18

Number of Outputs

13

Sampling Type

Latin Hypercube

Simulation Start Time
Simulation Duration

2:50:33 PM
00:00:12

Random # Generator

Mersenne Twister

Random Seed

1206910761

Summary Statisticsfor NPV
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Statistics
Minimum

-139,677

Maximum

12,565

Percentile
5% -102,044
10% -95,032

Mean

-68,050

15% -89,595

Std Dev

21,080

20% -86,080

Variance

444375597.3

25% -82,469

Skewness

0.095687556

30% -79,524

Kurtosis

2.936211449

35% -76,854

Median

-68,189

40% -74,083

Mode

-79,324

45% -71,054

Left X

-102,044

50% -68,189

Left P

5%

55% -65,938

Right X

-32,811

60% -63,015

Right P

95%

65% -59,994

Diff X

69,233

70% -56,744

Diff P

90%

75% -53,694

#Errors

0

80% -50,138

Filter Min

Off

85% -46,316

Filter Max

Off

90% -41,012

#Filtered

0

95% -32,811

C.2.1 @ RISK Output Report for IRR: CT Prices
Simulation Summary Information
Workbook Name

WGBudGen - @Risk.xlsx

Number of Simulations

1

Number of Iterations

1200

Number of Inputs

18

Number of Outputs

13

SamplingType

Latin Hypercube

Simulation Start Time

1:14:54 PM

Simulation Duration

00:00:10

Random # Generator

Mersenne Twister

Random Seed

1062175669

Summary Statisticsfor IRR
Statistics
Minimum

6%

Maximum

19%

10% 10%

Mean

13%

15% 11%

Std Dev

Percentile
5% 9%

2%

20% 11%

Variance

0.000390828

25% 12%

Skewness

-0.26204349

30% 12%

Kurtosis

3.178114872

35% 12%

Median

13%

40% 13%

Mode

13%

45% 13%

Left X

9%

50% 13%

Left P

5%

55% 13%

Right X

16%

60% 13%

Right P

95%

65% 14%

Diff X

7%

70% 14%

Diff P

90%

75% 14%

#Errors

0

80% 15%

Filter Min

Off

85% 15%

Filter Max

Off

90% 15%

#Filtered

0

95% 16%

C.2.2 @ RISK Output Report for IRR: NYS Prices
Simulation Summary Information
Workbook Name

WGBudGen - @Risk.xlsx

Number of Simulations

1

Number of Iterations

5000

Number of Inputs

18

Number of Outputs

13

SamplingType

Latin Hypercube

Simulation Start Time

2:50:33 PM

Simulation Duration

00:00:12

Random # Generator

Mersenne Twister

Random Seed

1206910761

Summary Statisticsfor IRR
Statistics
Minimum

106

-7%

Percentile
5% -3%

Maximum

10%

10% -3%

Mean

1%

15% -2%

Std Dev

3%

20% -1%

Variance

0.000732519

25% -1%

Skewness

0.107827645

30% -1%

Kurtosis

2.497449354

35% 0%

Median

1%

40% 0%

Mode

1%

45% 1%

Left X

-3%

50% 1%

Left P

5%

55% 1%

Right X

5%

60% 2%

Right P

95%

65% 2%

Diff X

9%

70% 3%

Diff P

90%

75% 3%

#Errors

343

80% 3%

Filter Min

Off

85% 4%

Filter Max

Off

90% 5%

#Filtered

0

95% 5%

C.3.1 @ RISK Output Report for PP: CT Prices
Simulation Summary Information
Workbook Name

WGBudGen - @Risk.xlsx

Number of Simulations

1

Number of Iterations

1200

Number of Inputs

18

Number of Outputs

13

Sampling Type

Latin Hypercube

Simulation Start Time
Simulation Duration

1:14:54 PM
00:00:10

Random # Generator

Mersenne Twister

Random Seed

1062175669

Summary Statisticsfor PP
Statistics
Minimum

15

Percentile
5% 15

Maximum

20

10% 15

Mean

17

15% 15

Std Dev

2

20% 15

Variance

3.45862417

25% 15

Skewness

0.537623021

30% 15

Kurtosis

1.833038512

35% 16

Median

16

40% 16

Mode

15

45% 16

Left X

15

50% 16

Left P

5%

55% 17

Right X

20

60% 17

Right P

95%

65% 17

Diff X

5

70% 18

Diff P

90%

75% 18

#Errors

570

80% 19
85% 20

Filter Min

Off

Filter Max

Off

90% 20

#Filtered

0

95% 20

C.3.2 @ RISK Output Report for PP: NYS Prices
Simulation Summary Information
Workbook Name

WGBudGen - @Risk.xlsx

Number of Simulations

1

Number of Iterations

5000

Number of Inputs

18

Number of Outputs

13

Sampling Type

Latin Hypercube

Simulation Start Time

2:50:33 PM

Simulation Duration

00:00:12

Random # Generator

Mersenne Twister

Random Seed

1206910761

Summary Statisticsfor PP
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Statistics
Minimum

19

Percentile
5% 20

Maximum

20

10% 20

Mean

20

15% 20

Std Dev

0

20% 20

Variance

0.0002

25% 20

Skewness

-70.71067812

30% 20

Kurtosis

5003

35% 20

Median

20

40% 20

Mode

20

45% 20

Left X

20

50% 20

Left P

5%

55% 20

Right X

20

60% 20

Right P

95%

65% 20

Diff X

0

70% 20

Diff P

90%

75% 20

#Errors

0

80% 20

Filter Min

Off

85% 20

Filter Max

Off

90% 20

#Filtered

0

95% 20

